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Since 70 years we develop and implement
– together with our customers –
simple, efficient and cost-effective solutions
for both traditional and innovative
processed foods.
Our approach is always the same:
the customer, his demands and his
products have always top
priority.

The high vertical range of manufacturing at KS
guarantees that machines and equipment are
from a single source – individually custom-tailored,
reliable and with uncompromising quality – of course,
Made in Germany.
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You are welcome to visit us on boulevard,
stand 22 at Anuga FoodTec 2018.

We are looking forward
to your visit!
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Editorial

Love our ”Weißwurst“
and ”Bratwurst“ with
”Sauerkraut“?
Our recipes for success...
4 Meat quality standards
4 Chemical analyses
4 Food legislation
4 Manufacturing techniques

Process optimization
Resource efficiency is the top issue at the Anuga FoodTec 2018,
the leading international supplier show in the food and beverage industry. From March 20–23, approximately 1,700 exhibitors from over 50 countries will meet in the Cologne trade fair
halls to present their concepts and solutions for all areas of the
food industry. Sustainability and environmental management
are high up on the agenda to accommodate the increasingly
loud demands of the public. Systems and machines should be as
energy-efficient and resource-efficient as possible. This results
in technological requirements for all stages of the process
chain.
Generally speaking, modern systems should continually
work on optimizing all processes – from production to food
packaging – simultaneously minimizing their use of raw materials and lowering costs. This benefits all parties involved: manufacturers, retailers and consumers. But optimized processes
are especially beneficial for the environment.

Modular construction
The increasingly modular design of machines and whole production lines also contributes to increasing efficiency. It allows
technical systems to be more easily expanded, converted and
upgraded – as well as more flexibly used. Due to the availability
of individual components up to and including complete modular systems, machinery can be individually adapted to the needs
of any company. This develops further potential for cost reduction, which benefits both mechanical engineers as well as their
customers.
The Anuga FoodTec is not only a marketplace and international platform for the presentation of product innovations, but
also a forum for communication and information on current issues, trends and developments in the food industry. In this respect, visitors to this professional trade fair in Cologne can also
expect an outlook on the future challenges facing the industry.

Excellent German
Sausage Recipes
Article number: 1943 | Author: Wilhelm Wahl |
ISBN 3-7783-0588-3 | 200 pages |
size of page: DIN A4

E49.00

Quick and easy to order:
+49 8247 354-300
+49 8247 354-190

Thomas Röhr, Chief editor
thomas.roehr@holzmann-medien.de
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Cash Saving Packaging !
Packaging with the clip at minimized
cost and maximized product safety
Ideally suited for pasty convenience
food in diameters up to 160 mm

TSCA 160
NEW !

Reliable clip closure even up to
bacteria-proof for longer shelf life
Economical flat film for 4 hours of
continuous production
Less packaging, lower transport
cost, competitive storage cost

Cologne
March 20 – 23
Hall 9, D 40 / E 41
Come and visit us!
Poly-clip System | Germany

Excellence in Clipping

Info: polyclip.com/5833
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Anuga FoodTec

Trade visitors from over 140 countries will attend the stands of circa 1,700 exhibitors at the Anuga FoodTec 2018 to find out
Koelnmesse GmbH
about the newest food industry products and trends. 

Focus on resource efficiency
Anuga FoodTec, the leading international trade fair for suppliers in the food and beverage industry, will open its
doors from March 20–23, 2018. Around 1,700 exhibitors from over 50 countries will be presenting their latest
innovations – all related to the production and packaging of foodstuffs – in the 140,000 m2 of the Cologne trade
fair halls.

W

ith the segments Food Packaging, Safety & Analytics,
Food Processing, Food Ingredients as well as Services & Solutions, the Anuga FoodTec represents
all aspects of food production. The exhibitors present solutions for all sectors of the food industry – both individual solutions as well as complete,
integrated concepts for all production
stages.
Traditionally, Process Technology
(Halls 4.2, 6, 9, 10.1 and 10.2) is the
most strongly represented area at the
fair. Halls 7, 8 and parts of Hall 9 will
focus on Food Packaging, including
packaging machines and materials,
automation, and control technology.
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In Hall 5.2, professional visitors will
find information on food safety and
quality management. Here, companies that focus on hygiene technology

Info
The Anuga FoodTec is jointly
held by the Koelnmesse and
the DLG (Deutsche
Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft).
will present innovative equipment for
analysis, labs and measurement. The
Boulevard is the perfect platform for
the Food Ingredients segment.
As the world’s leading trade fair in
this sector, the Anuga FoodTec provides an important stimulus for the

international food and beverage industry. At 56 percent, the share of foreign exhibitors lies at a constantly
high level. Guests from over 140 countries are expected in Cologne.
The comprehensive exhibition will
again be accompanied by a multi-faceted event and Congress program,
which is particularly oriented to the
practice. Lectures, conferences, forums, guided tours, special shows and
networking events aimed at specific
target groups will create additional
impulses and added value for exhibitors and visitors alike. The main topic
of the Anuga FoodTec 2018 is resource
efficiency. The professional design of
the Congress program is being organ-
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Anuga FoodTec

Traditionally, Process Technology is the most strongly repreKoelnmesse GmbH
sented segment in the Cologne trade fair halls. 

High internationality: 56 percent of the exhibitors come from
Koelnmesse GmbH
abroad. 

ized as usual by the DLG (Deutsche Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft).

Thanks to upcycling, the range of natural food additives is increasing, as the example of pectin shows. This
by-product of apple juice production is a gelling agent that
the food industry can no longer do without. Polyphenols,

From residual material to superfood
Sustainability and environmental management have a
high priority in the food industry. Systems should be as efficient and resource-efficient as possible. Independent of
this, however, is the question of how to utilize the residual
materials. Just like recycling, “upcycling” – the transformation of industrial by-products into important reusable
materials – will be a fact of life in the industrial food production environment. Upcycling strategies and innovative
procedures for gaining valuable materials from industrial
by-products will thus be one of the central issues at the
Anuga FoodTec.
Creating value from residual materials opens up a huge
potential for food producers. For one, upcycling by-products – which sometimes occur in large quantities of as the
result of processing plant and animal raw materials – is
resource-efficient and ecological. For another, biomass
contains many substances that can be used as ingredients
for new foods. Modern systems and innovative procedures
for recovery and enhancement of these by-products are especially interesting.
The starting point for any upcycling strategy is always
the best possible sorting of the secondary plant and animal materials. A prime example for successful upcycling
is whey. Large quantities of this former residual material –
a byproduct of quark and cheese production – are now
transformed into highly coveted “superfoods” that contribute added value not only to every fitness studio.
Thanks to its proteins, vitamins and minerals, this
sought-after ingredient can now be found in puddings,
beverages and smoothies. As a demineralized concentrate,
it is even used in baby food. Numerous exhibitors at the
Anuga FoodTec will present a wide spectrum of established technologies for isolating whey components and
further processing them to liquid and powdered products.
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SAWING &
MINCING!
COME AND VISIT US!

The compact solution:
maximum performance
& space saving
Your competent partner for smoking,
cooking, conditioning, ripening/
fermenting as well as for liquid smoke.
Tailor-made solutions for small
business and industry.

KERRES Anlagensysteme GmbH

Visit us at
OD TEC
ANUGA FO C 039
oth
hall 6/ bo

Manfred-von-Ardenne-Allee 11
D-71522 Backnang
Fon +49 (0) 7191 - 91 29-0

www.kerres-group.de

info@kerres-group.de

The fine art of smoking
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Anuga FoodTec

Modularity and digitization make packaging machines even more flexible. K oelnmesse GmbH

which are found in the pressing residues, will expand the range of natural
food dyes in the brown spectrum. The
goal of one project supported by the
Federal Ministry for Economy and Energy is to develop a large-scale technical procedure that uses the residues
from juice extraction and provides an
alternative for caramel.

Energy efficiency in the food
industry
In the Paris Climate Protection Agreement, Germany pledged that by 2030,
it would reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions by 55 percent below 1990
levels. This can only be done by taking two actions: making processes as

energy-efficient and efficient as possible and using renewable energy. The
Anuga FoodTec will show how energy
consumption can be reduced in production processes.
Coupling heat and warmth (CHP) is
one of the key technologies that food
producers could use to decouple
themselves from energy suppliers. For
some years in Germany, the overall
energy consumption in the branch
lies consistently by circa 60 terawatt
hours per year. Rising energy prices
are becoming an increasingly larger
cost factor. Every saved kilowatt-hour
counts. The average proportion of energy costs in value creation in the
dairy industry is around five to eight
percent; in meat processing, it is up to

Event and conference program
The half-day conference at the Anuga FoodTec will be held March 20, 2018 at
2:00 pm in the Europasaal Congress Centrum Ost. It will be dedicated completely to
the topic of resource efficiency. Experts will lecture on the optimization of production processes, the reduction of energy and water consumption as well as keeping
food losses to an absolute minimum.
From food and beverage technology to packaging to current and future trends, the
technical forums at the Anuga FoodTec will offer numerous opportunities for acquiring information and holding discussions with national and international experts. Resource efficiency will also be a major focus of the forum. Two other priorities in the
forum program are “Themes, Trends, Technologies – the direction of the food industry” as well as “Food Ingredients”.
In the Speakers Corner, exhibitors at the Anuga FoodTec 2018 will present their companies, product ranges and innovations to a broad audience. Throughout the entire
trade fair, another exciting topic will be on the program every 30 minutes. The
Speakers Corner is located in the Passage 4/5.
Professional visitors can also look forward to special shows such as the “Robotic
Packaging Line“ or a special exhibition all about “Packaging Design“.
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15 percent. Against this backdrop, investments in the highly efficient CHP
plants usually amortize within two to
six years.
However, only companies that can
integrate more photovoltaic systems
or biogas and CHP units into their
own operational power networks will
ultimately remain competitive. The
coordination between production, distribution, storage and consumption of
decentrally produced electricity can
be managed by intelligent systems.
Here, at the latest, is where the connection between the energy turnaround and the fourth industrial revolution will be seen, because networked production in smart factories
also guarantees great transparency
about energy input-output. This close
coupling of food production to the energy industry via smart grids represents a not to be underestimated contribution to the energy turnaround –
and holds considerable savings potential for companies. Thanks to intelligent network control, they can react
flexibly to seasonally fluctuating
needs and avoid expensive load
surges.

More packaging flexibility
Today’s packaging machines must be
highly flexible – even with small
batch sizes. Ultimately, food manufacturers want to convert their systems
easily, at the touch of a button, to new
products or formats. From simple carton erectors to modular tray sealer
lines, all packaging forms will be on
display at the Cologne trade fair
grounds. This shows how decisively
the integration of robot kinematics
affects system performance.
Today’s great diversity of foods presents packaging machine manufacturers with great challenges. The
trend is towards smaller batch sizes
that reach retailers as rapidly as possible. Designers are responding to this
with highly flexible systems that are
equipped with the most diverse filling or closure systems and can be easily switched to other products or
packaging materials. They follow the
principle of combining reduced me-
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chanics with intelligent software.
Modular structures are indispensable
for modern packaging machines. The
individual machines include modular
mechatronic systems with autonomous and coordinated assemblies. Assembled as a flexible whole, they handle all aspects of the secondary packaging process – from product conveyance to the secured pallets.
However, decentralization requires
more “intelligent” individual components. Only thanks to optimized control algorithms can the large range of
glass jars, cans or cups be grouped
and fed to the same line. The almost
entire lack of mechanical assemblies
goes hand in hand with modular design. The advantages of this principle
are obvious. Because each component
can malfunction, system vulnerabili-

Info
Three years ago, 45,000 trade
visitors came to the Anuga
FoodTec – a plus of six
percent.
ty decreases the fewer components
there are.
Primary packaging is the greatest
challenge for system engineers. Here,
packaging materials come into contact with foods at the highest possible
speeds. The goal is the unification of
synchronized processing and continuous product flow – here at the latest,
robotics are a must.
Robots that carry out highly precise dynamic movements in all three

Industry 4.0 components are the prerequisite for synchronization between individual
Koelnmesse GmbH
components and for the networking of machines among each other. 

spatial dimensions are necessary.
They are responsible, for example, for
pre-grouping fish stick or pralines on
running conveyor belts or packaging
finished products directly into folding boxes. Robots demonstrate the
principles and benefits of the modular concept with particular clarity.
Equipped with 3D scanners and image processing software, they can detect the position, volume, height and
color of incoming products with millimeter precision and “grab” them at
exactly the right moment. Peak values of up to 200 picks per minute are
no rarity.

Ready for Industry 4.0
Ultimately, packaging machines are
assessed according to how they will
fit into tomorrow’s Industry 4.0 con-

cept. To drive digitization, designers
are working closely with their colleagues in the automation industry.
Together, they create systems that are
easier to use and more accessible.
Industry 4.0 components create the
prerequisites for synchronization between individual components and for
the networking of machines among
each other. Controllers, servo drives,
pneumatics and sensors – each component is equipped to make it as efficient
as possible, and contributes to the overall performance of the line. Still regarded as utopian a few years ago, series packaging machines without a
controller now seem to be right around
the corner due to compact servo drives
with decentralized “smart controls”.
With the implementation of an
ambitious concept, packaging machine designers are currently driving

S M A L L D E TA I L S ,
L A R G E I M PA C T.
Our winning formula.
For you.
ANUGA
FO O DTE C 2018
H A L L 6.1,
B O OTH
A018/B019

Sorting device:
quick to install,
easy to clean.

www.kgwetter.de
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the vision of Industry 4.0 to the top
with the “digital twin”. This will soon
accompany every system from the
first idea to modernization. The digital twin is a virtual image of the real
machine. Parallel to the real machine,
the digital machine is constructed
and expanded – ideally over the
whole life cycle. Virtual sensors process measurement data on the status
of the system into complex reports.
Even before the first real food is
packed, engineers can simulate the
production workflow, find weaknesses and selectively integrate other
modules into the system as needed.
The concept goes far beyond the mere
question of mapping packaging systems. It functions bidirectionally and
ensures optimized machine design,
uncomplicated start-up, short changeover times and quasi faultless operation. Real and virtual production thus
merge into an intelligent overall system. 
www.anugafoodtec.de

Award-winning forming
systems and much more
Handtmann (Biberach, Germany) is
presenting innovations for filling and
portioning technology to automation
solutions. At the centre of all the exhibits is the new forming system series which received the Anuga Gold
award. The new systems have impressive flexibility that enables their use
across a wide range of area and a diversity of shapes. Thanks to the many
forming options (round, rectangular,
3D and so on), manufacturing trend
products is a breeze. Another advantage according to the manufacturer is
the first-class product appearance
thanks to the gentle handling, the
stability of the shape of the products
and the very accurate portioning of
each product.
The FS 520 forming system is suitable for six- to eight-lane, fully automated manufacturing of a wide range
of 3D product shapes using a perforated plate system on a belt or grid. The
production of small balls, optionally
with a flattening belt and structural
roller, will be demonstrated at the
trade show stand. The FS 522 forming

8
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The FS 510 forming system –
combined here
with the VF 600
vacuum filler –
can be used for a
wide range of
products with a
flow divider of
up to 24 lanes.
Handtmann


system with its perforated plate system is suitable for two-lane production of shaped products in water/oil
bath systems, laminating systems and
secondary belts. The production of
small balls with the use of a boiler
will be demonstrated live at the trade
show.
A wide range of products is possible with the FS 510 forming system
with up to 24 flow dividers. The procedure is the same as that of the FS
520 and FS 522 with the desired product shape generated at the outlet by
forming tubes. The products are separated at the outlet either by a wire or
blade with no interruptions and a linear relation to the product speed. Production can be carried out on a grid
or conveyor belt. The production of
sticks on a grid will be demonstrated
at the trade show.
Along with forming systems,
Handtmann is also presenting the following systems: the new VF 800 vacuum filler, the patented ConProLink
system for products in alginate casings, sausage filling lines, dosing solutions and the new grouping system
with the functions grouping, supplying and placement directly into trays.

The latter is designed for fresh sausages and sausage-shaped products in
natural and collagen casing or alginate casing and an automation solution from the filling and portioning
process to packaging. ConPro sausages or fresh sausages can be automatically placed in trays or thermoforming machines. The product can be
placed singly or in cut double portions. Product length can be selected
from 80 to 310 mm and a calibre of 13
to 32 mm. For fresh sausages in collagen casing, speeds of up to 450 portions/min are possible for single portions and of up to 600 portions/min
for uncut double portions.

Hall 6.1, Stand B010

Focus on flexibility,
automation and versatility
Vemag Maschinenbau (Verden, Germany) is presenting a range of innovations at Anuga FoodTec: one of the
most flexible and fastest fresh meat
lines, single and multiple lane solutions for convenience and snack products, sausage lines working with precise weights and minimal raw material wastage, a production line for uni-

Regardless of whether shaped, co-extruded or ground products, burgers, minced
meat or cevapcici: the new DL302 loading line can be used universally. 

Vemag
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versal use, efficient grouping systems,
hygienic machines for all-round product safety as well as efficient software
for profitable production.
Along with its innovations, Vemag
is showcasing its established high-performance lines for sausages, shaping
and grinding, convenience and filling
machines. All lines will be demonstrated live throughout the trade
show. Flexibility, automation and versatility are at the heart of the 900 m2
stand. All relevant machine areas and
new features are easily viewed from a
central pathway. 
Hall 9.1, Stand C010

Convenience products simply
manufactured
Along with the WK98 filling grinder,
Frey (Herbrechtingen, Germany) is also presenting the C-Line attachments
and the DMFB92 Linear line. The
WK98 grinding system is designed to

Die Fleischerei International 1/2018
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be used as an attachment with Frey
vacuum filling machines and
is recommended for the
production of raw sausages and coarse products. The vane cell feed
system evacuates the
product while also
feeding it continuously
to the blade set in the grinder.
This shortens the maturation
process and production times.
The product is ground before
entering the filling pipe to the
final particle size. This ensures that the product quality is higher in terms of the filling appearance
and hygiene. The customary heating
and contamination during holding
times are reduced and by integrating
the filling and grinding process one
to two steps are saved. The use of a
separating unit allows the separation
of tendons, cartilage and bone.

Apart from the WK98 filling grinder, Frey
is also presenting the C-Line attachments
Frey
and the DMFB92 Linear line. 

At Anuga Frey is demonstrating
several possible combinations for efficient production of convenience products with the help of C-Line attachments. They are particularly well suited for medium-sized production facilities with a broad product range. The

9
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The ICA XL automatic double-clipper
is an ideal machine for slicing logs
and moulded products in the 130 to
250 mm calibre range.
Poly-clip System


rapid conversion of all components
enables a quick changeover to different products. C-Line offers conveyor
belts for feeding and removing the
filled or shaped products.
The trade show portfolio also includes the CLB line, a base model that
is used for automatic portioning and
shaping of products in combination
with the DM92, DM60/2 or FTDM. In
this way meat products can be shaped
to a diverse range of shapes in a
low-pressure procedure. The special
feature is the linear technology that
enables the blades to be freely positioned, the speed and acceleration to
be adjusted and the force programmed.
The modular construction enables
combination with the DM92 for the
production of hamburgers, balls, cevapcici on a single lane while with
the DM60/2 or FTDM hamburgers or
balls can be prepared on two or four
lines. The lines are thus made up of
the base CLB line and the 92 double-bladed head attachment or 60/2
double filling head attachment or the
double-bladed 162/4 filling divider.
The portioning performance is up to
250 portions/minute for the DM92,
440 portions/minute for the DM60/2
and 1000 portions/minute for the
FTDM. The conveyor belt is 300 mm
wide. 
Hall 9.1, Stand B060 C079

A specialist for very large
calibres
The new ICA XL automatic double-clipper from Poly-clip System (Hattersheim
am Main, Germany) specialises in extra-large tail volumes and calibres up

to 250 mm. Thanks to the optimised
separation area and the clip specifically designed for this automatic double-clipper, internally coated spice casings, or functional or multilayer casings, can also be reliably sealed.
The ICA XL works with the patented IRIS separator. The IRIS separator
has been further refined for use in
the upper calibre range and together
with the enlarged separation area the
ICA XL reliably seals XL sausages and
spice casings while being gentle on
the casings. As well as traditional
products that are coated with pepper,
onions or paprika, for example, functional casings are also on the market
which, along with the familiar properties and layers, have another layer
placed continuously along the inside
of the casing to which spices adhere.
The aromas and smoke colour better
permeate through the product in
“spice casings” thanks to the direct
contact with the sausage filling.
The internally coated casings create different requirements for processing as a result of the coating. The
tail volume is larger and the casings,
for example, those containing ground
pepper, require a more gentle closure
so that the peppercorns do not pierce
the casing. The newly developed S
9000 clip series from Poly-clip System
has a clip profile specifically designed to gently
seal these special casings with a large tail
volumes.
The ICA XL is
ideal for slicing
logs and moulded
products in the
130 to 250 mm
calibre range. It
can optionally be fitted with an overspreading. When
combined with a vacuum system, airfree slack filling of moulded products
with overspreading of up to 300 mm
is possible. 
Hall 9.1, Stand D040 E041

Processing technologies for
every material and final
product
Seydelmann (Stuttgart, Germany) is
presenting the following machines
among a total of 19 exhibits: The
world’s largest vacuum/cooking cutter K 1004 AC-8 impresses with its efficiency and modern processing technology. Shorter production times, reduced energy consumption and
space-saving design are some of the
advantages according to the manufacturer. The K 1004 AC-8 can, for example, be used in place of two individual
500-L cutters and thus takes up less
space in the production room. The requirements for personnel, cleaning
and maintenance are also reduced.
The AU 200 U universal grinder
grinds fresh and cooked materials as
well as frozen meat blocks at temperatures down to –25 °C without changing the screw or the blade set. Users
can quickly decide whether fresh or
frozen material will be processed
with just a single machine.
The AMR 2500 automatic mixer/
grinder has a hopper capacity of
2,500 L and was developed for processing large throughput volumes of
hamburgers, other minced meat
products and raw sausage. The supply
screw is located on the hopper floor
parallel above the working screw and
guarantees
rapid

H

The world’s largest vacuum/cooking cutter K 1004 AC-8 has impressive efficiency. Shorter processing and production
times for larger batches are some of the
advantages of this high performance
Seydelmann
cutter. 

K
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emptying through the grinder outlet.
The KK 254 AC-6 vacuum emulsifier
is an emulsifier with a special cutting
technology. Because there is no friction resulting from metal on metal
contact in the blade set, contamination of the product by metal debris is
avoided. During the emulsification of
the product a vacuum is also generated. The vacuum function allows more
intense emulsification of the material, and larger fillings as a result of
the addition of more water/ice are also possible. The emulsion is finer,
more homogeneous and absolutely
free of foam. The final product is full
of flavour, firm to the bite and appears fresh for longer.
The innovations from Seydelmann
also include the recently developed
Auto-Command 4000 recipe control
panel. This control unit allows more
intuitive and simultaneously safer operation of the machines. The IP69K
classification of the display screen
confirms protection against dust and
water.  Hall 6.1, Stand E010 F019/F010 F018

Clever detailed solutions
K+G Wetter (Biedenkopf-Breidenstein,
Germany) presents its diverse range of
machines that ensure more efficient
processes in the food industry thanks
to clever details. These include the
new generation of touch panels that
combine modern operation using a
touchscreen with key pressing technology and are now incorporated as a
standard component of the artisan

The touch panel integrated into the new
120-L VCM 120 vacuum/cutter makes
K+G Wetter
program control easy. 

cutters. For even simpler operation
the surface of the touch panel has
been redesigned.
Along with the self-explanatory
menu navigation, the manufacturer
has also greatly simplified the program control using the panel. Frequently used commands, such as
opening and closing the blade cover
or adjusting the speed, can be quickly
and easily activated using prominently positioned illuminated ring buttons
on the control panel. Alternatively, individual commands can also be controlled directly using the touch panel.
The Cutcontrol and Cutvision software, which can be controlled easily
using the touch panel, also safeguard
a high degree of quality and safety
during production.
The company is also presenting the
MW U 200 mixer/grinder which is im-

pressive in part thanks to a special
construction principle: the mixing
and the grinding sections are
completely separated from one
another. This means that the
entire mixed product is first
mixed in a single step with
uniform quality. Only then
does the product move
through two generously dimensioned outlet openings into the grinder part of the machine. The mixing hopper
empties quickly and no residues are
left in the mixer, ensuring that all of
the product can be processed.
If required, the U 200 mixer/grinder can be equipped with extras such
as a pneumatic sorting facility. The
hard components are moved to the
side and can thus be quickly and easily checked. 
Hall 6.1, Stand A018 B019

Perfect emulsion, optimal
mouth feel
Karl Schnell (Winterbach, Germany)
presents its KS emulsifiers that can
be flexibly fitted out for a wide range
of
emulsification/homogenisation
tasks. The intelligent combination of
several cutting principles in a single
machine means that particularly fine
textured products can be produced in
a single step. Upstream processes
such as the softening of pork rind in
acid during the production of pork
rind emulsions are omitted. Raw, frozen pork rind can be directly processed. The quality of hot dogs,

HYGIENE TECHNOLOGY MADE IN GERMANY

Kohlhoff Hygienetechnik GmbH & Co. KG
Isaac-Newton-Straße 2 · 59423 Unna · Germany
Phone: +49(0)2303 - 98183-0 · www.kohlhoff-hygiene.de
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frankfurters and bockwurst as well
as of sliced goods is based primarily
on an exceptionally fine sausage
meat. Compared to a bowl cutter, producing sausage meat using KS equipment creates a finer emulsion but
one that still has comparable bite according to Karl Schnell.
In the baby food segment, products
of particularly fine texture are produced faster than with conventional
machines. What is critical is the improved efficiency, without risk and
unnecessary use of energy, of producing a semi-finished product continuously from frozen raw materials that
is still well below the 0 °C threshold.
KS emulsifiers generate more stable emulsions according to the manufacturer, which also means an increase in the quality of the product.
In pâté production, for example, very
homogeneous, fine delicacies with an
optimal mouth feel are produced.

Hall 6.1, Stand E088 F089

Cutting systems from KS are very flexible
Karl Schnell
and efficient. 
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The
Falcon evolution portion cutter
slices products with optimal yield at
high speed, regardless of whether the
product is with or without bone, whether in slices with weight specifications or
specifications for the slice thickness.  Treif

Slicing. Thanks to a sophisticated slicer technology and the special design
of the slicer blade from the company’s
own blade production, the products
require less chilling before being
sliced. The logistical costs and the
cooling period are reduced and the
user saves on power costs. Thanks to
the in-house blade production the cutting potential of Treif machines is fully utilised.
A highlight of the trade show stand
will be the Falcon evolution. This precision portion cutter slices products
with optimal yield at high speed, regardless of whether the product is
with or without bone, whether in slices with weight specifications or specifications for the slice thickness.

Hall 6.1, Stand D030 E039

Economically slice

Comprehensive machine
program

Treif (Oberlahr, Germany) is presenting at Anuga FoodTec under the motto “Customer first – because we care”
to signal that the company offers its
customers all-round support with the
aim of optimising their functional
and production processes. The company is demonstrating innovative cutting solutions in the areas of dicing
and portioning as well as slicing. The
focus is on automation, flexibility, hygiene and sustainability.
Visitors will also experience how
they can reduce their energy costs
with Treif. An example of this is Eco

Mado (Dornhan, Germany) together
with Vakona (Lienen, Germany) is presenting a comprehensive program of
meat grinders, bone band saws and
cutters for artisanal business and industry as well as tumblers and injectors.
For the production of minced meat,
Mado presents its tried and true
stuffer and automatic grinders from
100 kg to 36,000 kg hourly output.
They process fresh and frozen meat as
well as pork rind, achieving very high
hourly outputs thanks to the stepped
screw design. The machines, such as

the Ultra Mono automatic mixer/grinder MEW 722 M, are also
fitted with a mixing facility.
The drives are controlled
by frequency converters and enable stepless
regulation
of the screw
rotational
speed, act as
overload protection and avoid
power peaks. All industrial grinders
from Mado can be integrated into fully automated production lines.
The existing program of bone band
saws has been constructively revised
and refined by the manufacturer.
There are eight versions with a cutting
outlet of 230 mm to 520 mm available.
For butchers who would like to
save on costs associated with sausage
production, Mado has designed an extrusion grinder. This combines the
steps of portioning, emulsifying and
homogenising in a single machine.
The constant refinement means that
it is now possible to produce raw sausage, scalded sausage and pre-cooked
sausage with the same machine. The
extrusion grinder is available in five
versions with a hopper volume of 140
to 2,200 L and a yield
output of up to
14,000 kg/h.

The solid industrial grinder Ultra 4 MEW
728 processes fresh and frozen meat as
Mado
well as raw pork rind. 
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Part of the trade show kit is the tried and true Supra
cutter series with cutters with bowl capacity of 35 to
220 L. The 130-L and 220-L cutters are the special focus at
Anuga FoodTec.
Vakona presents a new loading solution for their energy-saving cooling tumbler, vacuum, portioning and tenderising machines as well as fine foods mixers. The more
compact design enables quick cleaning. The standard trolley can approach from the front and from the side according to customer needs. 
Hall 6.1, Stand B028 C029

Efficient cutting, skinning and derinding
Nock (Friesenheim, Germany) is showcasing new products
and old favourites from its broad range of slicers, derinders, skinning machines and flake ice makers.
The Nock CB 435/4E HVC Horizontal Vertical Cutter offers a round blade slicing module for vertical slices and an
upstream slicing module for a horizontal slice. This machine is very gentle on the product, making it predestined
for cutting meat strips or minute steaks from chicken
breast fillets. With the new optionally available separation belt, the upper slice can be separately moved off
while the lower slice moves onto the round blade slicing
unit and is cut into strips.
With the new 700 mm wide doner kebab slicing machine Cortex CB 703 Kebab, even very large pieces of meat
can be cut into slices for doner kebab production. It has
the integrated Nock product return system so that one operator can load the machine without interruptions.
The refined Immediate Cut-Out (ICO) safety system ensures the greatest possible safety when working with open
machines. This will be demonstrated at the trade show
stand with the deskinning machine Vliesex V5744 Turbo
with a split drum.
On the compact industrial machine Cortex CB 503 with
500 mm slicing width, visitors can familiarise themselves
with the features of the Nock band derinding machines.
The interior of the housing is fitted with Power Plates.
Nock is also showcasing the poultry deskinning machine Cortex CBP 695 Poultry, which deskins whole
chicken legs, drumsticks

and thighs as well as chicken breast fillets (with the optional inflated pressure balloon).
The new NRE flake ice maker series is designed for routine foam cleaning which does not require the removal of
any parts. The aggregates work with the alternative refrigerant R449A. The NRE 800 with a daily output of 800 kg
will be demonstrated.
Hall 6.1, Stand E080 F081

Innovative slicing technology
holac Maschinenbau (Nattheim, Germany) presents innovative slicing technology for processing food. The implementation of customised solutions for food processing
businesses with specific requirements in the areas of fresh
meat, convenience foods, fine foods, pizza toppings or
cheese processing is the strength of the southern German
machine manufacturer.
Along with mechanical engineering itself, the focal
points of the trade show presentation include software integration of the machines into customer networks and the
connection to existing customer PPC or ERP systems. holac will also be demonstrating the analytical evaluation of
machine data for planning maintenance intervals or integrated system checks in the machine – currently summa-

The Nock CB
435/4E HVC Horizontal Vertical
Cutter is recommended for cutting minute
steaks from
chicken breast fillets, for example,
thanks to its gentle product hanNock
dling. 
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Best slicing hygiene at low temperatures
promised by the multi-purpose slicer
Maxx 116, a specialist in shaped goods.
holac Maschinenbau


rised under the umbrella term “Industry 4.0”. 
Hall 9.1, Stand B018 C019

Increased smoke volume
With the FR2008 FrictionSmoker,
Reich

(Schechingen,
Germany)
demonstrates a powerful friction
smoke generator with double stainless steel friction wheels that synchronously rub two friction logs of
8 × 8 × 100 cm. According to the manufacturer, this creates a rubbing surface almost 30 percent larger than in
smoke generators that use wood with
dimensions of 10 × 10 cm and thus also a considerably larger smoke volume. The newly developed Revolver
wood magazines provide
space for eight friction logs. The maga-

Thanks to the
double stainless steel friction wheels
that synchronously rub
two friction
logs of 8 × 8 ×
100 cm, the
FR2008 FrictionSmoker
generates a
considerably
larger smoke
volume.  Reich
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zines are loaded in semi-automatic
mode by the operator and have a very
ergonomic design. Changing the log
during operation is fully automated
with no intervention by the operator
required.
An efficient cleaning feature and
dousing of the friction wheel to minimise wear complete the package. The
smoke generator can also be operated
using the environmentally friendly
CircoSystem.
The new user friendly SteamSmoker S 900 H impresses with its innovative self-cleaning smouldering screen.
This allows the interval between
changes to be increased from several
days to a few weeks. Ash removal during operation is fully automatic. Only
the large, easily accessible ash drawer
needs to be emptied. Other advantages according to the manufacturer include the large supply hopper for
wood chips, a fully automatic cleaning feature as well as an integrated
dousing device that extinguishes the
smoke generator completely automatically in case of fire.  Hall 6.1, Stand F038

Smoking without
environmental problems
New smoke generators must undergo
an approval procedure in accordance
with the Federal Immission Control
Act (BImSchG) while still in the planning phase. When selecting smoke
generators it is therefore important
not only to find the best method to
achieve the desired quality of the
smoked goods but also to comply with
statutory restrictions on immissions.
There is now an even tighter focus on
saving energy and thus ultimately environmental protection.
The market has long offered exhaust air filter systems for all types of
generated smoke. The more stringent
statutory framework data, particularly in terms of the release of CO, formaldehyde and odours, require
re-evaluation, however.
The reduction of the CO value, for
example, in incineration plants with a
simultaneously high fuel consumption and thus an increase in CO2 emissions is an environmental no-go. It is

not without reason that multi-step filters are thus gaining in importance
as an alternative to incineration.
KMA Umwelttechnik (Königswinter, Germany) offers its Aairmaxx
procedure for use in smokehouses
with a broad range of modular exhaust air filter systems that are made
up of a particle separator (tar precipitator) and a gas and odour scrubber
(VOC removal). Due to increased requirements for odour removal in the
new TA-Luft (German Clean Air Act),
an
additional
high-performance
odour scrubber has recently become
available. Compared to conventional
afterburners, the KMA procedure
saves energy and thus simultaneously
reduces CO2 emissions by more than
80 percent, according to the company.
The system technology has predominantly been used in larger smokehouses because the filter systems reveal their strengths and their operating cost advantages primarily with
large smoke volumes. Over the course
of this year, KMA aims to present a
new system for small smoke volumes.
The company is presenting its exhaust air filter systems such as the
Aairmaxx solution for smokehouses
and the Ultravent system for frying
systems, ovens and roasters at Anuga
FoodTec. 
Hall 6.1, Stand E101

Smoking without environmental problems: modern exhaust air filters save energy and improve the CO 2 balance. The
photo shows an Aairmaxx AX1500 CPS
container system with a capacity of
1,500 m3/h generated smoke.
KMA Umwelttechnik
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High degree of expertise in lines and automation
Multivac (Wolfertschwenden, Germany) has expanded its
portfolio towards “Better Processing” in part with the takeover of the slicing division of VC999 in December 2017 and
is demonstrating its comprehensive line and automation expertise with many exhibits. As well as packaging solutions,
the company is for the first time also presenting portioning
systems that are integrated into automatic packaging lines.
The trade show highlights include an efficient line for
packaging sliced products that is characterised by a significantly reduced footprint. This solution includes the flexible thermoforming packaging machine R 245 that is
equipped with the Horizontal Loader, a loading system for
gentle handling of sliced products.
For producing high-quality shaped packaging in smaller batches, the manufacturer is presenting the thermoforming packaging machine R 145. The model has a drawer system for the shaping and sealing tools, allowing
changes in format to be managed quicker. Thanks to the
innovative shape and contour cutter BAS 20, which is
available for all thermoforming packaging machines in
the R 1xx series, the machine increases flexibility and reduces the consumption of packaging material.
For packaging sliced fresh meat an automated tray sealer line can be inspected in which a TVI portioner is integrated. The scalable T 800 tray sealer is particularly suited
for producing MAP and MultiFresh skin packs in large
batches. It enables the packaging of trays with a product
protrusion of 20 mm and that are characterised by an attractive packaging a

ppearance. The multifunctional
GMS 520 singlecut portioning system from TVI ensures
high product quality regarding cut, shaping and fanning,
even at high throughputs. The portioner processes all
types of red meat and poultry – in every consistency, for
any portion and always optimised in terms of weight and
waste. The finished packs are identified with an L 310 conveyor belt labeller with 3D labelling.
The thermoforming packaging machine R 105 MF,
which also provides small manufacturers access to vacuum skin packs, is also being presented. Multivac is also
presenting the universal high-performance GMS 1600
twincut portioning system from TVI.
For automatic packing of straight sausages in large
batches, the company is presenting the Multivac Centrifuge Feeder (MCF), a loading system that can be seamlessly
integrated into packaging lines and ensures gentle separation and loading of up to 600 sausages per minute.
For the packing of food in bags, Multivac is demonstrating a shrink wrapping line made up of a B 325 chamber
belt machine and an SE 320 shrinking tank in addition to
small chamber machines. The B 325 is suitable for automated packaging of processed meat and sausage specialities, ham, bacon, fresh meat and cheese in large batches or
for the production of maturation and transport packages
for catering-size cuts. Its chamber is equipped at the front
and back with two pluggable sealing bars of 1,000 mm
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At Anuga FoodTec visitors can see the flexible R 245 thermoforming packaging machine, part of an efficient line for packaging sliced products that is characterised by a significantly reMultivac
duced footprint. 

each and can be loaded from both sides. At Anuga FoodTec
the machine is expanded by the 360 L capacity SE 320
shrinking tank.
A special feature is, however, the presentation of the
X line, the new generation of thermoforming packaging
machines. Thanks to seamless digitalisation, comprehensive sensor technology and networking with the Multivac
Cloud, the X line creates a new dimension in terms of
packaging safety, quality, performance and future viability. The new generation of tools, the X tools, have several
new features in the design, sensor technology and actuator technology. 
Hall 9.1, Stand A020

Meat Love!
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ML-C 5600-skin thermoforming machine,
for example, in production with manual
filling of premium meat products such as
veal, marinated products and steak.
Webomatic


Classics and innovations in
vacuum packaging
Webomatic (Bochum, Germany) as
one of three full-range providers in
the vacuum packaging area is presenting established and recently developed machines. The focus is on
skin packs for thermoforming machines and tray sealers as well as
shrinking systems for artisanal businesses and industry. Convenience for
the food retail industry, the restaurant industry and artisanal businesses thanks to tray and bag packaging
is another area of focus. Issues such
as process optimisation, preparations
for Industry 4.0 and the question of
the ideal vacuum packaging on the
particular types of machine are also a
priority.
This year the family-run company
celebrates its 60th anniversary, presenting skin applications such as Protrude Skin for the tried and true
ML-C 5600-skin thermoforming machine and the recently developed
TL 650 tray sealer. With the Protrude
Skin procedure the product can protrude up to 90 mm from the base of
the tray while the upper web lies
around the product like a second skin
that is fully sealed to the lower web
(thermoformer) or the tray (tray sealer). The special feature of both types
of machine is their flexibility: with
just a few hand movements both machines can also carry out MAP applications.

16
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Another highlight is the Webomatic SCC – individual cavities of the tray
sealer can be shut down in case of an
error so that the production phase
can be ended properly and only then
is a service carried out.
Webomatic is also demonstrating a
shrinking line for industry with the
CL-C 950 chamber belt machine combined with the automatic STCW 60
shrinking tunnel as well as a shrinking line for artisanal businesses with
the I 30 chamber machine and the
manual ST 40 shrinking tank.
Other established vacuum packaging machines such as the easyPACK-mk3 table-top machine, the
semi-automatic TL 250 tray sealer and
the new I 15 table-top machine (with
updated interior, control unit and design of the familiar E 15) complete the
program.
For the first time, Webomatic is
taking part in the guided tour 5 and
is demonstrating the journey to the
ideal vacuum packaging on three
days of the trade show.

Hall 9.1, Stand A040 B041

Compact hygiene stations
Kohlhoff Hygienetechnik (Unna, Germany) is presenting a number of different designs of its new compact hygiene stations in the HD-Line series.
Its new landing and chassis design
improves splash water protection
thanks to the shape and the new inte-

The new Check-In Station HD combines
several hygiene technology components
for all-round personal hygiene as reKohlhoff
quired in a single system. 

grated position of the sensor optimises its range.
One of the innovations in this series is the individually configurable
Check-In Station HD. It combines several hygiene technology components
for all-round personal hygiene as required in a single system: a
hand-washing basin with contactless
water drain and tamper-proof twohand soap dispenser, a high-performance hand dryer or paper towel dispenser, an entry control device with
turnstile and tamper-proof two-hand
disinfection as well as a pass-through
sole cleaning machine that can be
equipped with different brush
lengths (700, 1,100 or 1,600 mm) depending on operational requirements.
The new WR-Eco All-in-One washing trough can now be fitted with up
to five washing stations. Each washing station has a soap dispenser, water drain and hand dryer that is activated exclusively without contact using sensors. Integrating the components in the upper panel enables
space-saving hand cleaning. The soap
is supplied to all the washing stations
from a central supply.

Hall 5.2, Stand D030 D038

Precise optical sorting
Tomra Sorting Solutions Food (Leuven, Norway) is showcasing its broad
portfolio of optical sorters such as the
QV-P. Filtering out chicken breast fillets that are infiltrated by hard connective tissue presents quality control
in the poultry industry with major
challenges. Using the Tomra QV-P, a
patented detection system for poultry
meat, breast meat or fillets with this
flaw, known as muscle myopathy or
wooden breast, can now reliably sorted out. The system scans the continuously moving flow of product across
the entire bandwidth, grading the
meat in real time and rejecting
flawed breast fillets. The system can
be easily integrated into existing lines
or is available as a stand-alone design.
The measurement data can be accessed at any time as reports and ensures complete documentation and
traceability of the process.
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The manufacturer is also demonstrating Tomra FatScan, which carries
out a sensor-based analysis of the fat
content of either frozen or fresh
meat. The system also checks various
shapes and sizes during ongoing operation – both trimmings and diced
meat or minced or ground meat.
Thanks to the transflexion technology, the fat value is determined for
the entire product flow passing
through the system and can be corrected in real time. This prevents production stops. The system has an intuitive interface and provides measurement data and reports at the press
of a button and ensures complete
traceability and documentation of all
processes. FatScan helps users to
standardise and grade meat in this
way, optimising the purchasing process through continuous quality control. The result is final products of
uniform quality. Hall 4.2, Stand A010 B011

The Tomra QV-P detection system for
poultry meat reliably sorts out breast
meat or fillets that are infiltrated by hard
Tomra Sorting Solutions Food
connective tissue. 

UV-C disinfection in hygienic
design with split technology
Sterilsystems (Mauterndorf, Austria)
is at Anuga FoodTec with the new
DE1500 UV-C flow-through disinfection system in a hygienic design and
with split technology: the advantage
of this system is goods or packaging
placed on the conveyor belt are automatically fed through the disinfection system and unwanted microbes
are efficiently removed from the
product at a 360° angle, that is, from
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The new DE1500 UV-C flowthrough disinfection system eliminates unwanted m
 icrobes from all four
Sterilsystems
sides of a product. 

all four sides. This achieves a radiation output of 99.99 percent even
from underneath the conveyor belt.
The microbial count is thus reduced
by up to five LOG.
The UV-C radiation emitted in the
interior of the hygienic design housing immediately eliminates microbes
and other unwanted microorganisms
such as bacteria, viruses, yeasts and
fungal spores. All without any heat
effects and no chemicals on a purely
physical basis. The flow-through disinfection system is constructed of
high-quality rust-proof, acid and base
resistant stainless steel with a premium surface quality and satisfies the
most stringent hygiene demands. The
conveyor belt is particularly quiet
during operation, and the electronic
ballast and motor control unit are located in a water-protected stainless
steel switch cabinet.  Hall 5.2, Stand B049

tem uses two energetically
different sources of radiation at the same time
while conventional X-ray
inspection
systems only use a
single source of
X-rays.
The
trade
show exhibits also include
the multi-head weigher in
the CCW-RV series with 32
heads. It can weigh up to 440 units
per minute when processing mono-products. Alternatively, the weigher can also be used for applications
with mixed products and different
products for discharge into a single
pack. Thanks to its waterproof design, the machine is ideally suited for
frozen foods.
Ishida is also showcasing various
multi-head weighers for special requirements. The 14-head CCW-RV
weigher, for example, weighs products with ultra-small target weights
between 0.5 g and 40 g. With an accuracy of 0.01 g, the machine can weigh
up to 120 units per minute. Highly
adhesive products in smaller batches
are processed by the linear CCW-R2
multi-head weigher.

Hall 7.1, Stand E040 F049


Conny Salzgeber

Diverse solutions for weighing
and packaging
Ishida (Schwäbisch Hall, Germany) is
presenting a wide spectrum of powerful systems for weighing, packaging
and quality control.
For challenging detection tasks the
manufacturer is presenting the IX-G2
X-ray inspection system which can detect small contaminating particles of
up to 0.3 mm. Typical applications include value-added, unevenly shaped
or meat products that overlap in the
packaging. Even bone splinters in
poultry fillets can be detected using
the dual energy technology: the sys-

The high performance IX-G2 X-ray inspection system is recommended for difficult tasks in foreign body detection.
Ishida
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The focus of the Lemgo Symposium was the digital transition in meat technology and convenience foods. 

Rainer Heck

Focus on digital transition
Fully automatic processes and machines that communicate with each other are no longer a pipe dream. The reach
of this digital transition, as well as the potential that can still be exploited, was the subject of a symposium at the
University of East Westphalia-Lippe (OWL).

T

he central question of this first
symposium on digital change in
the food products sector was the
extent to which meat technology and
convenience products have already
begun to implement “Industry 4.0”.
The conference was organized by the
Meat Technology Lab and the Institute for Food Technology (ILT.NRW) at
OWL. Professionals and executives in
the food technology, deli products,
and convenience foods sectors as well
as equipment suppliers and system
and machine engineering companies
were all invited. The kick-off meeting
introduced digitization technologies
and their potential and challenges.
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It turned out that the possibilities
offered by the new technologies are
by no means completely exploited. In
some areas, complete networking is
still in its infancy; in other areas it is
very well developed. Dr. Carsten Röcker (OWL) particularly sees the opportunity to use robots, sensors and virtual assistants for quality assurance.
When envisaging the growth potential during the next few years, the developmental curve rises steeply. Dr.
Röcker characterized the situation as
“similar to smartphones”, that is, the
development of telephones since the
beginning of the century. A few years
ago, it was unimaginable that a tele-

phone could be used as an Internet
device, for shooting films, or to communicate via word and image across
continents.
But just this networking of camera
technology and image processing software is experiencing leaps and
bounds, for example, in coordination
with quality assurance needs. Certain
components cannot yet be completely
installed by robots, but various assistance systems are now used to measure countertops and employees’
hands and to display which devices
are currently in use with particular
applications. In automobile construction, this is already common. “Wher-
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Conference director Dr. Ralf Lautenschläger (OWL) described the status quo
of digitization in the meat industry.
Rainer Heck


Klaas Eßmüller (Siemens AG) showed
that digital networking requires data
Rainer Heck
protection measures. 

Heino Fangmann (TÜV Süd) spoke about
the increased risk of sabotage brought
about by Industry 4.0 and its new techRainer Heck
nology. 

ever the assembly sequence is important, this is an option,” according to
the speaker. Usually, robots are used
to assemble complex mechanical
structures that can’t tolerate any
screw in the wrong place. Minimization of the setup time also plays a
role.
In this area, the food industry
could adopt numerous options. The
point is not to eliminate work that is
currently done by hand, but to set up
workplaces that are also accessible for
people with handicaps, thus creating
additional work opportunities. In production and cleaning, this might take
on the form of dosing certain agents
being displayed in data goggles while
the work is being done.

duction that displays error messages
when fluctuations of any parameters
exceed the desired levels. If a temperature is no longer correct somewhere
in the system, a message is immediately sent to the boss’s smartphone.
However, it is obvious that digitization
requires the constant availability of
information about the various process
steps. The task of food product manufacturers will be to use it for future
developments and uses. After the
smartphone and the control of certain
functions, research is now going in
the direction of the “Smart Factory”.
Smart sensors could take over
measuring pH values, controlling
temperatures or reporting the surface
conductivity, for example, to then
draw the corresponding conclusions.
In the area of analytics, recording
and evaluating the topography data of
slaughtering and cutting aided by ultrasound and computers is still a vision. It is difficult, however, because
such material cannot be standardized. Current scanners easily control
rough cutting by robots to a high degree. Automated materials handling,
from incoming goods to their shipment, is another practical step. Machines can not only record parameters ranging from filling levels to
analysis (fat, water and protein content), but can also implement their

documentation and traceability. Modern technology and robotics make it
possible today to generate a hamburger patty from a petri dish, or a steak
from a 3-D printer. This is no longer
just a vision, said the speaker.

Self-regulatory systems
Dr. Ralf Lautenschläger (OWL) described a vision of the future in
which wares automatically announce
when their production and ripening
processes have reached the optimal
point for being sent to the packaging
department. “This resembles the children’s fairy story in which loaves of
bread baking in the oven cry ‘take me
out, take me out’ to keep themselves
from burning,” he clarified.
Fleischerei Thönebön has already
set up a monitoring system for its pro-
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Guaranteeing data protection
Regarding IT security, Klaas Eßmüller
(Siemens AG, Laatzen) discussed the
consequences for industrial production in the future. Wherever data is
exchanged, there is the risk that it
can fall into the wrong hands. It is
thus important to build in protection
mechanisms. This is just as true for
system manufacturers as for installation companies and program users.
He sees the biggest threat as coming from former employees who want
to hurt the company for some reason.
This makes it very important to require password protection and to ensure the regular change of passwords
in sensitive areas. A glance at the textile industry as well as shoe fashions
shows what may soon be feasible in
the food industry. The goal of clothing manufacturers is to supply products that are as individual as possible.
In the pharmaceutical industry, this
goes one step further – in the direction of personalized medicine. Risk
analysis is thus the first step to take,
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even before setting up the corresponding production systems.

Sabotage as risk
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portant step. Irregularities must also
be able to be reported to a “Food Defense Team”, which must be set up. To
report any suspicions, all employees
must know about such institutions.
They should be especially cautious in
providing sensitive technical expertise to outsiders. A chip system can be
used to limit access only to absolutely
necessary areas. “This does not preclude, however, having a well-trained
doorman at the entrance,” he added.

Heino Fangmann (TÜV Süd, Munich)
described the risks of the new technology. Based on bulk spices, he made
it clear how quickly and easily contamination could be introduced, but
not necessarily easily recognized. “In
the case of such sabotage, there is
hardly any response time given the
short consumption times in the meat
and deli industry,” according to the
expert.
The protection of the company’s internal network is not so complex. A
so-called “White Listing” costs $ 50
per PC. This system only allows programs to be started that are approved
and necessary in the company. An enterprise that wants to do something
for its safety is well advised to set up
and maintain a HACCP concept. Fangmann thus recommended carrying
out routine hazard analyses and installing an alarm system whose effectiveness is regularly reviewed. A thorough elimination of all possible sabotage cases, he said with regret, is still
not possible.
Purely for reasons of prevention,
annual employee training is an im-

Werner Felten (Felten GmbH, Serrig)
lectured on the changes brought
about by digital media. The replacement of storage media such as CDs by
digital services, for example, has left
its traces. The effects are very evident. In this respect, it is ever more
important to take a holistic approach
when it comes to safety. Uniting several processes in a line can help substantially. This can not only reduce
costs, but also fulfill quality requirements. Ideally, 100 percent reliability
would be achieved.
As an example, he named the company Kemper Fleischwaren and its
1,350 employees. Here, 40 interfaces
to 13 machines were set up to represent one line going from raw material

Werner Felten (Felten GmbH) made it
clear that process integration helps reduce costs and maintain quality requireRainer Heck
ments. 

Dr. Klemens van Betteray (CSB-System
AG) provided perspectives on the further
steps that are still possible in moving towards the “Smart Meat Factory”.  Rainer Heck

Integrating several processes

requests from storage to processing
and all the way to the delivery ramp.
The internal transport orders are automatically processed by the conveyor
technology. Collection and analysis of
operational data is also possible at any
time.

Progressive automation
“The entrepreneur needs functional
as well as transparent workflows,”
was the thesis of Dr. Klemens van Betteray (CSB-System AG, Geilenkirchen).
The IT specialist explained the associated problems using the examples of
the traceability of coffee from Africa
or chicken from Thailand. Automation in the food area, however, is not
nearly as standardized as the production of automobile parts, for example.
The beverage industry is to 98 percent
automated; industrial bakeries are at
80 percent – but the meat industry is
only at 20 percent. Large slaughtering
companies, however, are already well
automated. However, cutting is still
done largely by hand.
The fact that a change is happening in this area can be seen in the fact
that large food corporations are now
buying up automation manufacturers. The general trend is towards removing individual steps from work
processes and automating them. Due
to the preliminary work (implementation of traceability as a result of the
BSE crisis), the meat industry is far
ahead when it comes to transparency.
Quickly scanning QR codes on packages provides all necessary data. On
the ground, however, digitization has
not yet been perfected. This begins
with image processing and the definition of sort criteria, continues to cutting and goes all the way to sorting.
The basic requirement is high-resolution image processing and the necessary camera technology. Meanwhile,
the maturity of meat can also be recognized by bio-sensors. The realization that one robot-hour costs between four and eight euros per hour,
and is thus below the minimum
wage, makes it obvious what options
these developments bring with them.

Rainer Heck
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Danish pork sector

“Yellow card”: Farmers who use more than twice the average amounts of antibiotics than other companies are placed under
Danish Agriculture & Food Council
special supervision. 

Forward-looking commitment
Once again, the Danish pork industry is a leader. The branch is exploring the possibilities of antibiotics-free pork
production in a pilot project that is arousing worldwide interest.

A

ntibiotics-free” or “No antibiotics ever” – these are the slogans primarily used by large
American fast-food restaurant chains
for products containing poultry and
pork. The background: Rising public
pressure has caused that country’s industry to make its own antibiotics
rules. Until now, no legal regulations
have existed in the United States, yet
for some time, demand for antibiotics- free meats has been growing
there.
Corresponding requests from US
customers gave the Danish slaughtering company Danish Crown the decisive impulse. Together with the SEGES
Danish Pig Research Centre in the
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Danish Agriculture & Food Council,
the cooperatively organized group began a pilot project for antibiotics-free
production of pork in early 2015 – the

Info
More information and news
about the Danish pork sector
in Denmark is available on the
Danish Agriculture & Food
Council website, www.agricultureandfood.co.uk, and in its
newsletter.
so-called OUA program. This acronym
stands for Opvokset Uden Antibiotika,
meaning “raised without antibiotics”.
“Our project guarantees 100 percent

certainty that animals have never received antibiotics during their lifetimes,” according to Jais Valeur, the
CEO of Danish Crown. “In contrast,”
he continues, referring to the corresponding programs in Germany and
France, “this is only true for the last
life-stage of porkers.”
Meanwhile, 25 Danish pig and piglet farmers are participating in the
program. Karsten Westh, for example, raises some 22,000 pigs annually
on his farm on the island of
Bornholm. “Raising pigs with abso
lutely no antibiotics requires significantly more time as well as flexible
employees who permanently ensure
perfect hygiene,” says Westh, stating
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the challenges with all clarity. This form of meat production is costlier because the animals grow more irregularly. The fact is that in farms participating in the project, the work processes are clearly defined. They must
primarily focus on intensive and professional stall management.

OUA program expanded
For each porker produced without antibiotics, the farmers
receive a bonus of circa 20 cent per kilogram of meat. Currently, already more than 60 percent of the porkers in the
pilot project no longer need treatment with antibiotics. In
recent months, approximately 3,000 of these pigs were
slaughtered weekly.
The meat of the animals is primarily supplied to wholesalers in Europe and the United States. Danish restaurants
and butcher shops also obtain OUA pork. “In our opinion,
the demand for meat from antibiotics-free production will
continue to rise in coming years,” says Jais Valeur, alluding in this context to the large interest in OUA pork by
customers in the USA, Europe, Asia and Australia.
The goal is a continuous increase in slaughter numbers.
By the end of this year, more than 5,000 OUA animals will
end up on the hook. Project managers are also optimistic
about the future.
A crucial success factor is obviously the commitment by
agricultural producers. Here, the course has obviously
been set in the right direction. Currently, so many Danish
farmers want to join the project that a waiting list has had
to be set up.

Yellow card shows effect
Until today, the entire Danish pig production sector has
achieved a great deal in the sustainable reduction of antibiotics use. The foundation for this was laid in 1994 when
the government passed a law prohibiting veterinarians
from selling the corresponding preparations. Since then,
antibiotics are supplied to companies solely by special
pharmacies and only after prescription by a veterinarian.
In 2001, the industry also established a transparency
mechanism. It requires pharmac ies to enter information
like the prescribing veterinarian, the diagnosis, the type
and amount of the product as well as the animal species
and age group into a special database called Vetstat.
“Based on this data, differentiated consumption statistics
can be compiled for all livestock,” according to Jan Dahl,
chief veterinarian and manager for food safety and veterinary matters in the Danish association.
A transparent sanctions mechanism introduced in 2010,
the “yellow card”, also caused a further decline in the use
of antibiotics. Pig and other livestock farmers who use
more than twice the average amounts of these substances
are placed under special supervision. These producers are
threatened with sanctions if they do not significantly reduce their consumption of antibiotics.
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Over 60 percent of porkers in the pilot project no longer need
Danish Agriculture & Food Council
treatment with antibiotics. 

Further success with antibiotics reduction
In 2015, the Danish government also passed a program of
measures for further reducing the use of antibiotics in the
pig industry. Its goal is a 15 percent reduction over 2014
levels by the end of 2018. Everyone at the SEGES Pig Research Centre of the Danish Agriculture & Food Council is
optimistic about this. “From 2014 to 2016, we reduced antibiotics use in pigs by 9.1 percent. We are on the best path
to reach the desired 15 percent by 2018,” says sector director Christian Fink Hansen, who stresses in this context
that this drop was achieved in a period when Danish producers were raising more piglets.
The European Medicines Agency (EMA), a body of the
European Union with Headquarters in London, also attests Denmark a leadership role in the reduction of antibiotics use in European livestock. EMA’s most recent report
disclosed an antibiotics usage in Great Britain of just under 45 mg per kilogram live weight. The EU average is
just under 150 mg. In comparison, pork in Italy and
Spain, for example, can show values of more than 300 to
400 mg per kilogram of live weight.

www.agricultureandfood.co.uk
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Optimally packaged with vacuum
At Prime Food Sp. z. o. o. in Poland, all sausages are packaged with consumer-friendly modified atmosphere
packaging (MAP). The vacuum used to evacuate the air from the packaging is supplied by a central vacuum
system manufactured by Busch for optimal efficiency and economy.
ing. Both Prime Food Sp. z. o.o. as
well as Poldanor SA belong to the international Axzon Group. Prime Food
employs 900 employees in the processing area who work in shifts. The
company produces 20 hours per day,
after which the processing machines
and systems are cleaned.

Central vacuum supply

Among other things, fresh ground meat is packaged at Prime Food using a MAP tray
Busch Dienste GmbH
sealer. 

S

ince its foundation in 1999,
Prime Food (Przechlewo, Poland)
has produced meats and sausages. The company is now one of Poland’s largest suppliers of pork for
these products. Its main markets are
Europe and the US, where it supplies
supermarket chains.
The company’s product range includes various smoked sausage specialties, boiled sausage, ham and bacon, fresh meat products from ground
meats to roasts, and portioned and
sliced wares all the way to marinated
and spiced barbecue specialties.
Right from the start, the meat producer placed the greatest importance
on quality and hygiene. Since 2002, it
produces according to the HACCP
standard. Prime Food packages its
products under modified atmosphere,
a mixture of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. This creates a balanced atmosphere that significantly increases the
shelf life of the products and maintains their color, consistency and
freshness. All process steps, from
slaughter to dispatch of the finished
products, are completed on-site in
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Przechlewo. Every day, 1,000 pigs are
slaughtered, all of which are raised
only a few kilometers away on the

Info
1,000 pigs are slaughtered
daily at Prime Food and processed by 900 employees
working in shifts.
company’s own pig farm, Poldanor
SA. This allows the company to influence the meat quality during farm-

Items are processed with modified air
processing (MAP) on four packaging
lines, all equipped with tray sealers.
Originally, the R 5 rotary vane vacuum pumps from Busch were individually placed above each machine in a
floor above the respective machine.
But the technical director of Prime
Food, Tomasz Paciorek, then decided
to keep the processing or packaging
rooms free from the waste heat of the
vacuum pumps.
At the end of 2015, Busch Vakuumpumpen offered to centralize Prime
Food’s vacuum supply systems for all
four packaging lines. The benefits of
this included energy savings, an absolutely reliable vacuum supply as well
as the option of carrying out maintenance during ongoing operations. Tomasz Paciorek finally decided on

The central
vacuum system provides the required vacuum to all
packaging
lines before
the protective gas
streams into
the package.
 Busch Dienste GmbH
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Prime Food supplies its meat and sausage products especially
Prime Food Sp. z. o. o.
to customers in Europe and the United States. 

Busch’s offer, which was installed at the beginning of
2016 and has since been in
operation 20 hours per day
on five or six days per
week.

Economic advantages
The system consists of four
R 5 rotary vane vacuum
pumps. They are connected
to a vacuum container with
a constant vacuum of 150
millibars. For this, maximally three of the four vacuum pumps are needed.
One of the vacuum pumps
has purely a standby function. Even at full system
load, only three pumps are
needed – in contrast to the
four needed in the past –
which leads to an annual
power savings of about
3,750 kWh.
The vacuum system is
controlled according to
need. Only as many R 5 rotary vane vacuum pumps
are in operation as actually
required. In daily practice,
full-load operation tends to
be the exception, and only
occurs when all four packaging lines are equipped
with the largest possible
packaging tools and running at the same cycle
times. As a rule, only two
vacuum pumps are ever in
operation, although the R 5

rotary vane vacuum pump
with 400 m3 suction capacity per hour can often handle the base load alone.
This allows savings of
83,000 kWh over the decentralized vacuum supply, effectively halving the energy
consumption.

Reliable technology
Busch’s R 5 rotary vane vacuum pumps are exceptionally robust. Neither during the
earlier individual usage nor
in the new centralized system was there ever a failure.
Due to the redundant operation of the four vacuum
pumps, even if one vacuum
pump did fail, there would
be no operational failures.
Due to the upstream vacuum container, a vacuum of
150 millibar is permanently
present. This guarantees the
fastest evacuation times and
thus, the highest packaging
clock cycles.
The structure of the central vacuum supply also allows maintenance during
ongoing operations. Maintenance personnel do not
even need to enter the sensitive hygiene area – only
the tech room upstairs.
During maintenance, each
R 5 rotary vane vacuum
pump can be turned off
without affecting the vacu-

um level or suction performance.
All vacuum pumps are
specifically designed to
handle oxygen, and can
safely compress oxygen
components of more than
21 percent. Via the vacuum
chamber, gas mixtures
with an oxygen content of
approximately 70 percent
can thus be introduced into
the MAP packaging. This
high oxygen concentration
makes the gas mixtures explosive.
In a normal packaging
process, the packaging
chamber is aerated again
after flooding with the gas
mixture so that during the
next packaging cycle, the
vacuum pumps only take in
normal air to mitigate the
risk of explosion. Increased
oxygen components can only be sucked in and get into
the vacuum pumps in the
unlikely event of a faulty
valve or other damage. The
R 5 rotary vane vacuum
pumps comply with the
highest
safety
requirements and safely siphon off
increased oxygen concentrations.
Tomasz Paciorek is very
satisfied with this solution.
A further advantage of vacuum centralization will
shortly be seen. This year, a
fifth packaging line will go
into operation. It can be
connected to the central
vacuum supply without the
need to expand it. The
Busch vacuum specialists
have already calculated that
the current system performance suffices to supply an
additional packaging line
with vacuum. This will
make the energy savings
even more evident than in
the original supply system
of the packaging machines.

www.buschvacuum.com
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Still fresh after days
Vacuum-packaging meat and sausage products is a hygienic solution and an ideal way to lengthen the shelf life
and appearance of foods. This article presents current vacuum packaging models.

V

acuum-packaged meats and
sausages in the refrigerated
counter are no longer a rarity –
even in specialty meat stores. After
all, they save customers and sales personnel valuable time during peak
hours. Vacuum packaging also increases the shelf life of high-quality
products. Even several days – and
sometimes weeks – later, the products
look just as appetizing and taste just
as fresh as when they were bought.
Vacuum packaging is now standard practice in the food industry. In
addition to a prolonged shelf life and
appetizing appearance, vacuum packaging protects food from contamination, spoilage, drying out, greasy surfaces as well as the loss of aroma,
taste and weight.
Company requirements for packaging machines vary depending on the
size of the enterprise, the amount and
type of products it packages as well as
its degree of automation. Small-scale
companies or branch outlets usually

prefer smaller devices that can fit on
the sales counter. In contrast, double
chamber machines in various performance classes are more suitable for
processing larger quantities of products. While one chamber is being
evacuated, the other is filled. Automatic loading and unloading systems
accelerate the packaging of large
amounts. In addition, strong pump
systems as well as temperature-controlled sealing increase efficiency.
When packaging large pieces of meat
such as ham, or meats with irregular
shapes, an appropriate sealing length
is crucial for optimal results.

Packaging in bags for trade
and industry
Packaging with bags is a flexible
packaging solution for small capacities or different product sizes. It protects products during transport and
storage, supports the controlled ripening process and is also useful for
sales packaging. Webomatic (Bochum, Germany) offers several packaging machines. The entry-level table
model, the easyPACK-mk3, is
powered by a conventional
12-volt outlet and features easy
operation, a durable sealing

bar of 350 mm and the high-performance Busch vacuum pump for commercial use.
The SuperMax I free-standing machine for larger capacities has been
redesigned for even more reliability
and serviceability. The new IGTstandard control has various innovations
that ensure great operator convenience such as ten possible programs
and separately adjustable sealing and
separating times. Combining the SuperMax I with the ST 40 manual
shrink tank creates a shrink packaging line for small to medium-sized
batches.
The duoMAT double chamber machine uses the IGTpremium intelligent controller with a smooth slider
wheel for intuitive operation. The
controller meets even the high demands needed for sensitive meat
products such as sausage emulsion or
delicatessen products such as mayonnaise and sauces. The machine has
three vacuum controllers and an interval vacuum, an absolute measuring
sensor for vacuum, MAP and Soft-Air
as well as various seal tightness tests.
All sealing strips of these chamber
machines can be easily serviced and
removed without tools. This enables
hygienic cleaning of the chamber –

Combining the SuperMax I
with the ST 40 manual
shrink tank creates a
shrink packaging line for
small to medium-sized
Webomatic
batches. 
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down to the last corner. The strips also feature sealing and separating
wires for easy, manual removal of
overhanging bag edges.

Optimized chamber sizes
The PowerVac product family from
Komet (Plochingen, Germany) now includes a completely new generation of
vacuum machines. The PowerVac 200
and PowerVac 210 double chamber
machines were first presented, successively followed by other vacuum packaging machines in the PowerVac line.
All machines have been technically improved and their chamber sizes
optimized for more flexibility and
larger pieces. Easily accessible service
doors make the machines even more
maintenance-friendly. The housing
was designed as a cleaning-friendly
tabletop version. The machines are all
stainless steel and thus very robust
and especially hygienic.
A special highlight is the new vacuum pump. It has even better suction,
is more compact and thus space-saving and environmentally friendly.
Due to its robust construction, it is also more wear-resistant for longer
maintenance intervals that reduce
service costs.

High-performance automated
belt machine
Supervac (Vienna, Austria) primarily
manufactures vacuum belt machines,
shrink tanks, shrink tunnels, cooling
tanks as well as dryers. The sealing
quality is the company’s primary focus in regard to its vacuum machines. It is generated by dual-biactive sealing. The company uses two
parallel sealing wires on the upper
and lower side of the sealing bars.
Empirical studies have shown that
this drastically reduces the opening
rate of welded bags – despite wrinkles, humidity or fat in the sealing
area.
According to the manufacturer,
the Supervac vacuum machines accomplish very high packaging numbers, so that depending on the requirements and machine size, opti-
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The vacuum pump of the technically improved Powervac 200 double chamber
vacuum machine has even better suction. 

mal utilization can be guaranteed.
The company aims at ensuring the reliability and economical use of the
machine. Options such as complete
cuts of bag residue in the chamber,
extraction of the bag remnants in an
integrated emptying container directly into the machine as well intuitive
operation of the touchscreen are especially helpful. Many models are offered with timed belts for one-person
operation.

Komet

For packages with different
heights, adjustable sealing bars are
recommended. These can be set on
the touchscreen in millimeter-steps.
Several automation solutions are offered for industrial applications, including automatic distribution systems. A cool-water tank downstream
from the vacuum machine or shrink
tank is recommended because rapid
cooling extends the shelf life of vacuum-packed products.
Conny Salzgeber

The dual-biactive high-pressure seal and spring-loaded heater bands of the GK 850B/
GK 860B automatic belt machine guarantee safe and reliable seals despite wrinkles,
Supervac
fat and moisture in the seam area. 
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Appetizing at first glance
An attractive appearance and efficient workflows are crucial when packaging meats and sausages as well as
convenience products. This article discusses technical solutions for industrial food packaging.

M

odern snack and take-out
concepts are part of everyday life. Consumers readily
appreciate the benefits of packaged
foods. They are hygienic, have a long
shelf life, and thanks to resealable
packaging, meats and sausages can be
purchased in small portions for use as
needed.
In addition to packaging functionality and high food quality, an attractive appearance is one of the
most important criteria for customers – after all, it’s the first impression that counts. Thin yet resistant
films present foods from their appetizing side and convey the feeling
that the wares have just been freshly
packaged. Vacuum technology ensures that food retains its aroma,
taste and fresh appearance over a
longer period.
Flexibility, high speeds and absolute reliability are important features
of industrial food packaging machinery. Compatibility with other equipment further ensures efficient packaging processes. Combining a number
of machines or merging several operations into one machine saves time
and money. Altogether, manufacturers place great emphasis on automat-

ing packaging processes and thus on
developing systems that work more
efficiently.
Many high-performance machines
are available for packaging meats and
sausages as well as convenience foods
in trays, shrink-wrap, vacuum or MAP
packages. Die Fleischerei presents a
sample of these here.

Fast, high-quality shrink
packaging
The Multivac (Wolfertschwenden,
Germany) B 325 is a recent, very successful chamber belt machine for
packaging food in bags. It is characterized by its high production volume
with up to three cycles per minute as
well as excellent packaging quality,
according to the manufacturer.
With a chamber size of 1,000 × 630
× 180 mm (W × D × H), the B 325 is
suitable for automated packaging of
processed meats and sausage specialties, ham, bacon and large batches
of fresh meat. It can even be used to
produce ripening and transport packaging for catering cuts such as beef filet, rump steak or cheese. Its chamber is equipped with two plug-in sealing bars, each 1,000 mm long, and
can be loaded from both sides. The
sealing height can be rapidly
adapted without tools to the respective product with the manual height adjusters.

The B 325 chamber belt
machine is characterized
by a production volume
with up to three cycles per
Multivac
minute. 
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The B 325 can be turned into a
shrink-wrap packaging line with low
space requirements by adding the
company’s new 360 l SE 320 shrink
tank as well as the optional TE 115
dryer. With a very short dipping time
and little use of heat, the shrink process is exceptionally gentle on sensitive foods and the packaging quality
is high. During the dipping process,
the bags shrink tightly around the
product to enclose it like a second
skin. This significantly lengthens the
product’s shelf-life and allows no liquid to escape, as can happen with
fresh meat.

Compact machine even for
large packages
The Sprinter thermoformer from
Komet (Plochingen, Germany) is now
available for film widths of 322 mm
and 422 mm as well as with variable
lengths from 200 mm to 300 mm.
This will let users create even larger
packages in the future and respond
even faster and more flexibly to their
customers’ requirements.
The Sprinter is smaller and more
compact than the previously offered
automatic thermoformers, without
any less operating comfort. At only 2.7
m long, it even fits into small rooms.
Despite its short length, however,
three complete package lengths are
available for loading products due to
its long loading station. This guarantees efficient working – even by several people simultaneously. Thanks to
the vario-tools, the machine can be
flexibly used for various products.
Quick format and film changes are
guaranteed. According to the manufacturer, the Sprinter is up to five
times faster than a chamber machine.
The thermoformer is not only
characterized by its speed, however. A
new hydraulic lifting system mini-
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in the right spots. This allows a nearly
100 percent product yield during cutting.

Seamless sealing control

The Sprinter is a powerful automatic thermoformer with three complete package
lengths for loading products. 

mizes its consumption of compressed
air, for low operating costs. This new
system enables not only high contact
pressure, but also maintenance-free
form and sealing stations as well as
cross-cutting. It uses hydraulic oil
that is colorless, odorless, tasteless
and food-safe.

Winning industrial design
Sausage-separating machines and
packaging machines are often com-

The new generation of Inotec sausage-separators received the 2017 iF
Design Award for its hygienic and
dynamic machine design. 
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Inotec

Komet

bined. Inotec (Reutlingen, Germany)
has won the 2017 iF Design Award for
its new generation of sausage- separators. Inotec equipment convinces with
a hygienic and dynamic machine design that fulfills all requirements for
cleaning, hygiene and ergonomics
and meets every need in the food industry’s harsh everyday environment.
Separating sausage chains as a preliminary packaging step is one of the
company’s business areas. The WT
machine in the new iT series cuts all
sausage types with great precision. At
speeds of up to 1,800 cuts per minute,
it efficiently feeds even modern
high-performance packaging machines.
Inotec’s intuitive “iT” operating
concept relies on the 10.6˝ touchscreen panel of an industrial PC and
is controlled via icons (winner of the
2013 FT Award). The application range
of Inotec sausage-separation machines is expanded by highly diverse
operating types such as the constant
cut mode, which is used for Cabanossi
sticks, soup add-ins or curry sausage.
A counting feature simplifies the
manufacture of large packages. The
desired amount is counted; after it is
reached, a pause is automatically
made. The WT99-iT sausage-sepa
rating machine has a saddle filter specifically developed for naturally ripened snack sticks. The machine detects the points where the sausage lies
on the smoking stick and cuts it only

The ThermoSecure L vision-inspection system from Bizerba (Balingen,
Germany) enables integrated control
of contaminated sealing seams and labels. This ensures continuous optical
packaging inspection that can be easily integrated at the end of the packaging line.
ThermoSecure L detects impurities
as small as one square millimeter in
seams of packages sealed by thermoformers or that have top films, such
as trays and tubular bags. Incorrect or
missing labels or information can be
recognized on any side of a package.
The stand-alone inspection device recognizes defective products even before they are boxed. In the event of
deviations, employees are warned immediately so they can take corrective
action. The system also monitors
seams and labels as to whether the
right label has been used on the product. Products that do not meet the requirements are automatically sorted
out. ThermoSecure thus prevents
costly post-treatment, complaints and

ThermoSecure L prevents costly post-
treatment, complaints and product reBizerba
calls due to faulty packaging. 
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The new GN 1914 DM manufactures small quantities of PP packaging. 

product recalls due to faulty packaging. The standard system comes with
IP65 protection rating.
Tracking-software stores additional
images of faulty and standard compliant products with the date and time
for seamless documentation of production lines.

ES-Plastic

Small batches of trays and
cups
Food manufacturers increasingly need
smaller quantities of suitable PP packages. If unusual forms are also needed, not all machines can handle them
equally well. Above all, high tool costs

and set-up times cause additional
costs. ES-Plastic, a manufacturer of individual PP packaging from Hutthurm, Germany, now offers the fitting solution. Its new GN 1914 DM
(Double Mold) thermoformer quickly
and easily produces uncomplicated
small series. The new system forms
and punches trays in the inner area
that are subsequently stacked right
and left on the outside. It features rapid assembly and tool conversion that
significantly reduces set-up times.
Film thicknesses from 0.25 mm to
1.50 mm are ideal, with a width of up
to 850 mm. Because it uses two bottom tools, different articles with identical film thicknesses and the same
punching dimension can even be simultaneously made. Material remnants are automatically recycled and
reused as granules for the next production process. This promotes sustainability by reducing the use of resources. In late 2017/early 2018, the
company intends to introduce a new
product segment that will be primarily manufactured on this small thermoforming machine.
Conny Salzgeber

Check leak tightness quickly and non-destructively
Inficon (Cologne, Germany) has specifically developed the Contura S400 leak detector for the food sector. It enables food producers to carry out precise and non-destructive testing, regardless of whether the items being tested are modified atmosphere packaging, thermoformed packaging or cans.
The centrepiece of the Contura S400 is a test chamber that is
made up of two highly elastic membranes. When an item of
packaging is placed in this test chamber, the detector immediately generates a vacuum and the membranes conform closely
to the shape of the product being tested. Mechanical stresses

that are generated by the pressure difference between the interior of the test object and the vacuum are recorded as a result
– guaranteeing non-destructive testing of the packaging. The
Contura S400 then analyses any pressure increases in the vacuum in a few seconds, enabling it to reliably detect even the
smallest leaks in the packaging.
The test result can be easily read by the user thanks to the colour signal in the test chamber with the precise leak rate displayed on the integrated touchscreen. Thresholds and other
test-related product data can also be entered using the touchscreen.
The Contura S400 can be connected to a host computer, for example, via a serial interface in accordance with the Industry 4.0
approach. The test results enable a quality manager to immediately see whether a packaging batch complies with the relevant parameters.

Contura S400 enables fast, reliable and non-destructive leak
testing for food packaging. 
Inficon
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Even gross leaks that cannot normally be detected using a water bath or CO2 or helium testing are reliably detected by the
Contura S400. Gross leaks develop when there is clear damage
to the film material or as a result of poorly sealed seams, for
example. A gross leak leads to the gas escaping completely
from the interior of the packaging during chamber evacuation
and no gas exchange takes place in the actual test procedure.
However, thanks to the patented volume detection procedure,
the Contura S400 can nevertheless reliably detect gross leaks.
 www.inficonpackaging.com
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Adding value to wares
Product labeling is subject to increasingly stringent national and international compliance information. Squeezing
this all into a small space is not always easy. Companies that accomplish this and use their labels as marketing
tools are assured of success.

L

abels are more than just stickers.
Not only do they provide important technical information, when
attractively designed, they are also a
visual eye-catcher and ideal for advertising. It has been proven that labels
developed with promotion in mind
can strengthen the product or company image and make them sell better.
Studies show that consumers make
over 50 percent of their purchasing
decisions while shopping. This alone
makes it worthwhile to visually transport the tasty content inside a package with an attractive label.
Labels also have an important task
as information-providers. Increasingly
complex regulatory and commercial
requirements regarding production
and traceability require the food industry to constantly ensure reliable
product labeling. New proof-of-origin
guidelines as well as the mandatory
declaration of nutritional values and
allergens on labels, for example, enormously increase the complexity of label design. These guidelines prescribe
what product information must be
provided and in which form.
There are systems for handling
nearly every product labeling requirement: cross web, conveyor belt and
chain link conveyor labeler, integrated labeling solutions, inline labeling
stations for preprinted labels as well
as integrated printers that create
on-demand labels. Both ink-jet and
thermal transfer printers can be used.
Thermal transfer printing is ideal for
labeling foodstuffs, for example. It allows high-speeds labeling with excellent print quality. The weather-resistant print guarantees perfect readability of EAN codes.
In this article, Die Fleischerei presents labeling and printing solutions
and materials from various manufacturers.
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REA JET upper rail label dispenser systems work with various label formats. 

Fast, efficient, networked
Many packaging lines require upper
and lower dispensers for product labels. Often, different label formats
must be flexibly applied. Multifunctional labeling units are thus in demand. Label dispensing systems from
REA JET (Mühltal, Germany) promise
maximum performance, as they can
handle tens of thousands of packages
daily. To achieve such high speeds, all
labels are first printed by REA JET
modules in advance and stored in a
buffer loop. This allows them to be
applied consistently, with optimal
quality and high speed.
In the food industry, goods must
be reliably and reproducibly marked;
labels require precise positioning.
One method for doing this is electrically assisted label management because it always applies uniform tensile force. For the perfect typeface,
the manufacturer also supplies a
thermal transfer film specifically coordinated to the respective label
material.

REA JET

The Hessian company develops and
produces all components itself and
can therefore implement needs-oriented solutions with modern interfaces for network integration, communication with production control computers, and printing from databases.
The REA JET HR thermal inkjet
printer is suitable for environmentally friendly, solvent-free direct package
labeling. It enables high-resolution labels with comprehensive product declarations that comply with the new
EU food information regulation. The
systems are controlled either via PC
or directly on the display. The use of
True Type fonts and Unicode enables
texts in any language desired.

Color printing as needed
Modern labels must be legally compliant, informative, clear and attractive
– and perfectly coordinated to the respective products in terms of their
materials and printing technology.
Above all, colored labels are the first
choice of modern food processing
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component of fully automatic price labeling.

Efficient, flexible printing

For color printing on demand, Mediaform offers powerful label printers as well as
Mediaform
suitable label materials. 

companies, in particular when they
can be produced economically by
companies themselves, on demand, at
the touch of a button and without
great effort.
Using powerful Epson label printers for color printing on demand as
well as the appropriate label materials, Mediaform Informationssysteme
GmbH (Reinbek, Germany) offers
complete solutions for all common requirements – including personal advice and technical support for all
hardware-related questions.
The company’s offers ranges from
matte or glossy paper labels to shiny
film labels all the way to waterproof
matte labels. The required materials
are delivered just in time, usually
within 24 hours. Likewise, the company can also produce individual formats or individual labels.

costs of recalling wrongly labeled
products.
The GLM-Ievo is a fully automatic
price and product labeling system for
the food industry. It weighs and labels up to 200 packages per minute.
An optional vision system can be integrated that verifies label positions,
texts and bar codes, and ejects faulty
packages. The integrated vision system enables 100 percent quality control. Automatic configuration of product changes via a coded label roll increases production efficiency. Self-adhesive labels up to size DIN-A-5 can be
automatically attached with stamps,
a compressed air application or via
rotation. The GLM-levo can be used
as a stand-alone unit with manual
feed or integrated into
existing conveyor-belt
production lines as a

Multivac Marking & Inspection
(Enger, Germany) has expanded its
portfolio to include a network-capable
thermal transfer printer. The compact TTO 06 is a flexible labeling solution for narrow printing widths in
different application areas. It prints
graphics, logos, 1D and 2D codes as
well as permanent, variable and combined text fields with a resolution of
300 dpi. Even the smallest fields are
clearly legible thanks to the thermal
transfer printing and high resolution.
In addition, the model reliably prints
flexible date and time formats on labels or packaging films. Variable real-time data enable the automatic update of time fields and recalculation
of expiration dates.
The maximum printing width is
32 mm. The distance between two
prints is only 0.5 mm, so that ribbon
consumption is low. Furthermore, the
model offers various color ribbon
economy functions.
Because the TTO 06 runs either intermittently or continuously, it is
suitable for various applications. Like
the TTO 10/11/20 models, it can be integrated into a label dispenser or
used to print directly onto a film as
part of a tray sealer printing
unit or thermoform packag-

Fully automatic labeling
Reaching speeds of up to 200 packages per minute, the modular and fully
automatic GLM-Ievo is one of the fastest high-performance labeling machines in the world, according to
Bizerba (Balingen, Germany). The label plug-in automatically verifies labels or the machine configuration at
the time the label roll is inserted.
This reduces setup time as well as the
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The fully automatic l abelers in the GLM-Ievo series are flexible and robust thanks to
Bizerba
modular construction and numerous functions. 
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The new network-compatible TTO 06
thermal transfer printer is a flexible labeling solution for narrow printing widths.
Multivac Marking & Inspection


ing machine. The unit is fully integrated into the HMI 2.0 of the packaging machine or labeling system and
thus easy-to-use and efficient. Printing layouts are automatically loaded
with the settings for the respective
product; information is entered via
the HMI or through a database.
For optimal packaging or film labeling, Multivac supplies consumables
such as high-quality thermal printing
strips and color ribbons.

HDPE labels with ISEGA
certification
Food labels made by Felga (Bad Zwi
schenahn, Germany) are legally compliant and can have both direct and
indirect contact with food thanks to
ISEGA certification.
The loop labels were developed especially for batch labeling in the food
industry. Due to their size, these labels can be used as box tags for Euroboxes or transport crates, for animal
labeling and many other applications.
All loop labels for E2 boxes or butchers’ crates are made of robust and
food-grade HDPE in various colors.
The differences lie in the thickness.
Very stable loop labels are available
with a thickness of 110 µ and 150 µ;
custom-made labels can have 200 µ.
Loop labels are available on rolls of
26 × 5 cm, 30 × 5 cm, 27.35 × 5.9 cm
or according to customer specifications. Felga also provides the loop labels bundled instead of on rolls. The
company also offers preprinting in its
own print shop.
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ISEGA-certified loop labels were developed especially for batch labeling in the food
Felga
industry. 

Meat labels are sealed together
with the food into a bag, which is why
the labels must be food-safe. Felga
manufactures such labels on rolls in
sizes of 76 mm × 200 mm and in
white. The necessary declarations of
conformity are available for all
named materials. For food labeling,
the manufacturer recommends thermal transfer printers from TSC.

Solutions for all systems
HT Werbeetiketten (Büdingen, Germany) is highly conscious of the
problems with self-adhesive labeling
in the meat industry and delivers
special solutions for the branch. In
addition to popular standard products, the manufacturer offers many
quality products such as frozen and
grease-resistant materials, food-safe
labels, water-soluble adhesives for
easy separation from reusable
containers or even attractive wrap
ping paper labels and highly resistant high-tech films for the most var-

ied applications, articles and demands.
Labels can be supplied blank on
rolls or sheets for commercial printing systems such as laser, inkjet or
thermal transfer. High-quality materials and sometimes specially coated
surfaces guarantee user-friendly handling and optimal printing quality for
brilliant labels, according to the company. Multicolored partial printing allows the easy, on-site supplementation
of individual and variable data such
as product varieties, ingredients,
weight and shelf-life dates when
needed.
Ready-printed labels are available
in all variations and in any print run.
Creative layout, logo and image printing, bar codes and QR codes as well as
various processing techniques such as
partial paint, laminate or raised elements round out the company’s offers. Modern digital printing systems
are also available for smaller print
runs with many different varieties.

Conny Salzgeber

Printed, partially printed or blank, on rolls or sheets – many label types and designs
HT Werbeetiketten
are available for butchers. 
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All expertise for smoked products at Schwarzwaldhof (from left to right): Harald Benz (Head of Sausage Products), Andreas Senn
(Head of Cured Products), Andreas Göhring (Division Manager Production), Joachim Gensle (Sorgo Anlagenbau) and Thomas
Thomas Röhr
Hoch (Production Manager). 

Smoke for ham & Co.
At Edeka’s Schwarzwaldhof production site, one of the main operations is making large quantities of raw ham and
ham cubes. The need for efficient smoking and ripening technology is correspondingly great. Edeka particularly
relies on the company Sorgo Anlagenbau (Klagenfurt, Austria).

F

or a good 10 years, Schwarzwaldhof Fleisch und Wurstwaren
GmbH in Blumberg has belonged
to Edeka Südwest. Founded in 1970
as the Lutz company, it now specializes in manufacturing raw ham and
sausage products such as spicy landjäger sausages and pfefferbeisers. 85
percent of its total production volume (2016: over 10,700 t) is in this
category of goods. One quarter of its
manufactured products is original
Black Forest ham, which fulfills all
product-specific properties of the
protected geographical indication
(PGI).
About five years ago, shortly after
Andreas Göhring (Production) and
Andreas Pöschel (Sales, Marketing and
Administration) assumed the divisional management of the Schwarz
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waldhof, they had to make the decision about implementing necessary
building renovations. Their intention
was both to fulfill the regulations set
by the municipal planning commission as well as to carry out significant

Info
Black Forest ham is the most
popular smoked ham in
Europe.
and necessary expansion measures.
The groundbreaking ceremony for
the first phase took place in January
2015, and the new annex on the
premises went into operation one year
later (January 20, 2016). During the
associated production expansion,
modern new smoking systems were
invested in. They were supplied and

installed by the Austrian company
Sorgo.

System requirements
To economically produce raw products in the amount, diversity, and
quality that Schwarzwaldhof insists
on, the entire smoking and curing
process must run optimally in all regards. This can only be accomplished
by setting very complex requirements
on the smoking systems and their
technical performance. The smoke
chambers, for example, must have
sufficient capacity – both individually
as well as in total. In addition, complete process control must be possible
at all times. Absolute operational safety is likewise obligatory, for example
with effective fire protection systems.
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The produced smoke is fed into the correct smoking chamber
Thomas Röhr
via a sophisticated system. 

In particular, the system must guarantee uniform smoke distribution
and the certain achievement of precise target weights of the end products. The latter is only possible if all
products lose the same amount of

A total of 260 smoke carts fit into the system’s 20- and 40-cart
Thomas Röhr
chambers. 

specialist could optimally fulfill all
requirements due to its smoking and
curing know-how.
Thus, the highly competent initial
consulting work on the project-related
measure, carried out by Sorgo field

“We are also responsible for the image of the
entire industry.”


Andreas Göhring, Division Manager Production, Schwarzwaldhof

weight during the smoking process.
All aspects of the Sorgo system
convinced the management and production managers at Schwarzwaldhof. In a pilot project, a “test chamber” was built to try out and verify
the system’s performance. The results
proved that the Austrian smoking

representative Joachim Gensle, tipped
the scales for Sorgo, which obtained
the contract. The result of this first
contact and the subsequently made
plans has now developed into a trusted partnership with long-term perspectives. “I now go in and out of the
business,” says Gensle, meaning

Technical challenge: The 4-channel technology ensures absoThomas Röhr
lutely uniform smoke distribution and weight loss. 
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Schwarzwaldhof. “He is very committed, available at all times, and always
willing to help,” says Andreas Senn,
department head of cured products.
Senn likewise attests the “super cooperation” with Gensle.

Controlled weight loss
A total of 260 smoke carts fit in the
smoking chambers Sorgo built for
Schwarzwaldhof. Either 20 or 40 carts
fit in one chamber. Assuming that a
cart can be loaded with up to 350 kg
of raw ham (weight of the finished
product after drying), the system offers enormous smoking capacity.
The technical challenge for the engineering company; that is, achieving
absolutely uniform smoke distribution and weight loss during the smok-

Professional cooperation: Andreas Senn (Head of Cured Wares,
Thomas Röhr
left) and Joachim Gensle, Technical Sales at Sorgo. 
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antees that the right smoke gets to
the right products.

Safely smoking

The weeks-long smoking process gives the Black Forest ham its characteristic, strong
Thomas Röhr
flavor and typical dark brown color. 

ing process, increases with the size
and width of a chamber, and ultimately, with the number of smoking
carts per chamber. A central specification that Sorgo had to fulfill was
achieving a weight loss deviation of
± 1 percent. The 4-channel technology installed by system engineers and
the smoking chambers themselves
proved to be the perfect solution for
this purpose. Smoke is evenly distributed throughout the chamber by
countless jets that produce vertical,
horizontal, and diagonal air currents.
All real-time information about the
status of the running smoking process can be retrieved at any time, either on the display of the controlling
and programming unit in the production area or on a PC monitor in the
production head’s office. This allows
corrective action to be taken during a
process, for example, optimizing the
individual weight loss of products on
a specific smoke cart level.

Smoke for Black Forest ham
The production of Black Forest ham
PGI requires a special smoking procedure with sawdust smoke generation.
Ham is cold-smoked in smoking
chambers with masonry walls (at a
temperature of circa 30 degrees Celsius) over fresh fir and spruce from the
Black Forest. This smoking process,
which takes at least one week, gives
the ham its characteristically strong
flavor and typical chestnut-brown
color.
The challenge for Sorgo’s system
engineers was that the “PGI-smoke”
needs to be separately generated and
then fed into the smoking chamber
where the Black Forest ham is made.
For this, a special piping system was
developed that makes the “PGIsmoke” available separately. Additional smoke generators can be independently connected for other smoking processes and products. This guar-

Fresh fir and spruce from the Black Forest is responsible for the
Thomas Röhr
desired smoke quality. 
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Fire protection is central for the
smoking process and when dealing
with open fire, when it comes to authorization by planning authorities.
The smoking process for the production of Black Forest ham represents a
higher risk in this regard. Here too,
Sorgo developed the needed redundant technical solution and installed
extinguishing systems with active
temperature monitoring in the various system segments.

Potential for further growth
After completion of the first construction phase, the second stage of the remodeling and renovation work at
Schwarzwaldhof is currently in full
swing. These construction measures,
which will primarily affect shipping
and packaging, should be ready in
2019. The new chimney will be complete by then; with a height of 32 m,
it fulfills all environmental require-

Info
In 2017, the Schwarzwaldhof
generated a turnover of
62.4 million euros (+7.6 % over
2016) with its 300 employees.
ments required in Blumberg. The fact
that Schwarzwaldhof is erring particularly on the side of caution, has to
do with its planned increases in the
production of raw materials, which

The “PGI” smoke is separately generated in accordance with
Thomas Röhr
product specifications (right-hand door). 
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The two managers Andreas Göhring (right) and Andreas Pöschel represent a traditioSchwarzwaldhof
nal as well as modern Black Forest. 

All information about running processes
can be retrieved on the office PC. Röhr

sponsible for the image of the entire
industry.” For both managers, sustainability is thus fundamental for responsible entrepreneurship. It affects
society, sustainable products, employees as well as the environment and
energy.
The measures taken during the
second phase will further expand pro-

duction in Schwarzwaldhof. Once
again, the company will rely on the
expertise of the smoking specialist
Sorgo, who will install new smoke
and drying systems. This will increase the company’s production capacity for ham and other smoked
products by approximately 200 smoking carts. 
Thomas Röhr

will necessitate increases in the volume of smoke and thus, the exhaust
volume as well. But the company is
not only focusing on potential
growth, but also on a positive image.
After all, the environment and sustainability are of central importance
for the company, explains Andreas
Göhring and adds: “We are also re-

We provide a ready-to-pack
premium hamburger!
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Needles enhance meat
Cured meat and sausage products are highly popular with consumers due to their characteristic taste. Modern
technology allows curing and tumbling processes to be standardized. Read here about technical solutions and
products that support the creation of raw and cooked cured products.

S

ince antiquity, curing with salt
has been used to preserve meats
and sausages. Today, it is done
less to extend shelf life, but rather to
enhance products whose taste makes
them so popular with consumers.
Classical curing procedures like
dry/wet curing or pure dry curing are
still the most commonly used methods for good raw and cooked cured
products. In addition to stabilizing
the color, brining additives ensure a
juicy surface and meaty structure,
and particularly bring out the aromatic flavor of the cured meats and
sausages. Truffles, almonds, pistachios and olives, among other things,
give cured products an attractive,
eye-catching appearance at the meat
counter and are a money-maker in
butcher shops.
Although the production of cured
specialties once required much manual labor and time, curing and tumbling processes can now be standardized with the aid of modern technology. But even with automated processes, butchers themselves must ensure

the right salt concentration, optimal
dosage of the injection as well as even
distribution of the brine. This is why
the piercing depth of a curing system
should be able to react flexibly to the
type of meat. In addition, as little effort as possible should be needed to
clean or exchange needles.
Tumbling or massaging gives meat
a tender structure. Above all, meat
used for ham and formed meat is

Info
Customers associate the
special aroma of cured meat
products with high product
quality.
tumbled during production. This
means that it is repeatedly rolled in
drums at low temperature for several
hours after brining, interrupted by
rest periods. In addition to a tender
structure, this massage optimally develops protein, which increases the
binding ability of the product. The result is better brine absorption, improved firmness and decreased

Needles provide the product with a consistent flow of brine. The needle cassettes of
GEA
the MultiJectors can be easily replaced. 
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weight loss during cooking. It also
gives cured and tumbled specialties a
uniform, attractive color.
In this article, Die Fleischerei presents machines and preparations for
producing raw and cooked cured
products.

Uniform brine flow
During the development of the multi-functional MultiJector 700 injector,
GEA (Dusseldorf) notes that flexibility, accuracy and hygiene were its engineers’ primary aims. Thanks to cassettes for many application-specific
needles that can be exchanged without tools, users are guaranteed great
flexibility in daily operations. Because the process parameters are part
of a recipe whose specifications are
stored in an intuitive control panel, it
is very easy to switch applications.
The injection needles move at constant speed and provide the entire
product with a consistent brine flow.
Another advanced component of
the injector is the guide plate with adjustable pressure, which prevents too
much force being applied to sensitive
products. This component “remembers” the height of the product it is
currently treating and allows brine
injection during the next cycle at precisely the right moment. If the next
product on the conveyor belt is slightly higher, however, the guide plate notices this and adapts the pressure accordingly. This keeps the needle pattern constant and reduces any deviations from the standard.
Thanks to the innovative frame
construction, the machine can be inspected without special tools. All hoses, cylinders and pneumatic systems
are located outside of the food processing area. A special assembly wagon enables removal, cleaning and
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re-attachment of the conveyor belt.
Only the belt and not the entire module – as with conventional injectors –
must be removed.

Precise dosing guaranteed
A highly viscous, air bubble-free injection brine is essential for
high-quality cured wares. In this sensitive area, only reproducible and accurate dosing achieves the optimal salinity in the end-product. Automatic
KS processors in the Karl
Schnell (Winterbach, Germany) B Series offer high
process reliability and an
efficient production workflow – at significantly faster batch times and with
lower energy consumption.
Modern economic processing tools rapidly mix
and homogenize the brine
components and ensure no
clumping.
The
desired
emulsification degree can
be freely chosen. With the
meat-in-meat
technology,
the integrated emulsifier is
particularly effective.
To account for the great
number of different applications, product temperature can be controlled directly or indirectly. The use
of a vacuum system also
guarantees
permanent
evacuation of the brine during the manufacturing process.
In addition to automatic
dosing of additives from
different silos and containers, the controls can be
completely integrated into
an existing parent control
box. This ensures that the
desired amount of brine is
always delivered to the
right place.
Highly diverse recipes
can be stored to respond
flexibly to products or during product changes. The
high degree of automation
guarantees the precise in-

Automatic KS processors in the
B Series offer great process
reliability and efficient
production workflows
with shortened
batch times and
lower energy needs.
Karl Schnell
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ing capacity and thus more firmness,
even color as well as less weight-loss
during cooking. The Vacomat’s
smooth surfaces allow easy
cleaning.

jection of brine without the risk of
over- or under-salting. Routine cleaning of the machine – even during ongoing production – is handled by the
CIP (cleaning in place) connection.
The result of this closed system is a
higher hygiene standard without contamination or cross-contamination,
according to the manufacturer.

Simple preparation of ham
specialties

Precisely repeatable injection
speeds
Schröder Maschinenbau (Werther) offers machines for brine production,
injection, massaging and steaking
that can be assembled into an automated line when needed. This can be
done using Schröder’s own VISMAXweb software on mobile terminals
from anywhere and anytime.
The company’s SMARTline series of
injectors is practical, highly precise
with repeatable injection speeds, and
is easy to clean. Customers with a diverse product range and small batches profit from the low quantities of
brine needed to operate the injector
and the fast cleaning time.
Injectors in the HIGHline series also offer practical solutions. They are
equipped with the patented ACI technology, a zone injection process that
adjusts to the different soft parts of
the pork loin. Typically, different injection speeds are needed depending
on which side of the neck or hard end

The SMARTline series of injectors promises precise repetitive injection rates and
Schröder
easy cleaning. 
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In addition to classical massaging and
tumbling, the Vacomat also brines, mariEller
nates or thaws frozen meat. 

of the ham is being treated. The injector adapts to the brine pressure to
achieve the same injection speed in
the entire piece of meat.

Gentle product handling
Eller (Algund/South Tyrol, Italy) offers
a range of machines, systems and
complete process lines for creating
meat and sausage specialties as well
as hams. Its Prestomat brine injectors
and Vacomat tumbling machines handle the most diverse products (with
and without bones), including cooked
cured wares, fresh meat, poultry and
fish. The high-performance Prestomat
has an ergonomic design, is easy to
operate and carefully manufactured
down to the last detail. The injector’s
needle head and transport belt can be
removed without tools for complete
cleaning.
In addition to classical massaging
and tumbling, the Vacomat can also
brine, marinate or thaw frozen meat,
poultry and fish. Its drum contains
several back-sloping pillars that gently roll and turn the product; a retrograde motion enables automatic discharge into the lifting and loading
trolleys. The rolling massage, continuous drum speed and continuously
controllable vacuum intensity guarantee high product quality with reduced handling times, according to
the manufacturer. The optimal protein development achieved from massaging gives the product a great bind-

The large selection of high-quality and tasty ham specialties often makes it difficult for ham lovers
to pick their favorite. Their choice depends on taste, quality, appearance
and consistency. The technology team
at Nubassa Gewürzwerk (Viernheim,
Germany) supports manufacturers
with innovative products and simple
instructions.
In particular, liquid curing aids in
the Nuba-Kombi-Lak Spezial P line,
based on phosphates, and substances
in the Nuba-Kombi-Lak Spezial C line,
based on citrates, have proven themselves for the manufacture of
high-quality cooked ham. They guarantee optimal slice cohesion and deep
cellular reddening. In combination
with a tender, juicy bite and strong,
full-bodied flavor, ham becomes a
true taste experience. Many flavors
are available in the Nuba-Kombi-Lak
line. Whether it’s smoke, honey, asparagus, red wine or juniper, each of
these variants convinces with its natural aroma. The products include no
allergens that are subject to declaration and are made without glutamate,
artificial color or preservatives. The
addition of only 25 g per liter of brine
as well as minimal cooking loss
promise great profitability.

Conny Salzgeber

The liquid curing aids of the Nuba-Kombi-Lak Spezial P and Nuba-Kombi-Lak
Spezial C lines offer o
 ptimal cohesion
when producing sliced ham. Nubassa Gewürzwerk
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Hams are suspended on several floors. The temperature and humidity are regulated by the window shutters, which guarantees
Rainer Heck
optimal and uniform ripening. 

Ham festival in Parma
When gourmets think about Parma, they lick their lips in anticipation. It’s no wonder, because in addition to
tomatoes, cheese and ham is what draws gourmets here – especially in September, when the northern Italian
town holds its annual ham festival.

A

ccompanying Parma’s epicurean attractions, works of the
town’s most famous son,
Giuseppe Verdi, are staged in the opera house in constantly varying interpretations. And when the musical festival is in full swing, Parma ham also
gets its due.
“Ham has always shaped a large
part of the Parma region’s culture,”
say the producers. This made it su-

entry of production rooms. But the
festival allows not only a short look at
the countless examples of carefully
salted and fresh-air cured hams.

Many family businesses
The production of Parma ham is traditional; few principles have changed.
In most cases, the haunches are
dry-salted by hand and subsequently

“World competition is certainly a complex
challenge for all companies.”


Vittorio Capanna, President of the Consorzio del Prosciutto di Parma

premely important for the Consorzio
del Prosciutto di Parma to give consumers – locals as well as tourists –
the opportunity to take a glance behind the scenes in ham production
during the Festival del Prosciutto di
Parma. This is highly unusual; strict
hygiene regulations usually forbid the
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cured in the mild air of Emilia-Romagna. For generations, the Tanara
family has operated one of the numerous ham production sites in the
small village of Langhirano. Over
90,000 hams leave the house each
year for meat shops and catering businesses in Italy, Europe and now even

the United States. With domestic sales
of 70 percent, the company resembles
other Parma ham producers. The ham
cured here can also be sliced on request. As ever, there is great demand
for ham on the bone. Decoratively
suspended legs of ham in meat shops
and delis are considered by customers
as evidence of expertise and the best
quality, emphasizes company head
Paolo Tanara.
Although boned ham was exclusively marketed for many decades, the
demand for sliced products has continually risen in recent years. The decisive role of marketing has become
even more important. In this sense,
the festival has also changed over the
years. The program has developed
further – and now includes events
ranging from tastings to parades and
cultural activities to sports – with the
goal of attracting more visitors and
encouraging them to visit the Parma
region and learn about its ham
specialties.
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Regional specialities

Quality control is overseen by company heads – many smaller
Rainer Heck
sites work with small teams. 

The Festival del Prosciutto di Parma is now very well known; countless
tourists primarily come for the Festival which has correspondingly increased the overall number of visitors. The goal of informing attendees
about the traditions and production
of Parma ham, however, has re-
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The Duke’s Crown brand indicates a true Parma ham. 

mained the same. Approximately 20
producers opened their portals this
year during the festival and a further
15 presented their wares at a tasting
stand in the citadel of the city’s
center.
Not without reason, the Festival
del Prosciutto di Parma is always held

Rainer Heck

in September, because this is the ideal
month to visit Italy and the Emilia-Romagna region. This is why many
tourists from other Italian regions or
from abroad come to visit. The many
delicatessens and butcher shops in
Parma that offer ham products and
other air-cured specialties also expe-
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Regional specialities

The address for ham enthusiasts is “La Prosciuteria” in the
center of Parma, which sells regional ham and raw sausage
Rainer Heck
specialties. 

rience sales booms during the festival. Attractive decorations and a rich
abundance of wares invite guests to
marvel, taste and shop. The food service industry is also geared to the razor-thin slices of appetizing meats
during the autumn weeks. Ham is
considered as an appetizer and wonderful introduction to a multi-course
menu. The wide range of choices
makes selection difficult because the
maturation period plays just as important a role to the taste buds as
does the price. The longer a ham
dries, the more weight it loses and
consequently, the more value it gains.
The popularity of Parma ham is
growing despite the statistical decline
in meat consumption in Europe. For
2016, the Consorzio del Prosciutto di
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The manufacturing process of Parma ham begins with salting.
It is done under one roof and often takes over one year.
Rainer Heck


Parma (Association of Parma Ham
Producers) reports 2.8 percent more
growth over the previous year, with a
total production of 8.7 million Parma
hams.

The lion’s share of 68 percent of the
air-dried ham was sold in Italy; the remaining 2,757,000 pieces were exported. This indicated a slight increase of
1.2 percent. “We have set ourselves the
ambitious goal of achieving 3 million
exported hams within a short time,”
says Vittorio Capanna, President of the
Consorzio del Prosciutto di Parma.
“World competition is certainly a complex challenge for all companies.” Both
the EU market, which absorbs 61 per-

cent of the total export volume, as well
as third markets, contributed equally
in 2016 with sales volumes of 16,000
Parma hams respectively. 468,000
hams were exported to Germany last
year, a plus of three percent.
1,568,000 Parma hams, 18 percent
of the total production in 2016, were
sliced and packed in 79 million packages. 24 percent of these went to Italian store shelves and the remaining
76 percent to export markets.
In European markets, Germany
has driven growth for sliced wares
with an increase of 7 percent in 2016.
In the past five years, the volume of
hams that were sliced and exported
to German commercial venues increased by 75,000 hams, to approximately 198,600. 
Rainer Heck

Ready for global export: carefully wrapped in protective film, the hams begin their
Rainer Heck
journeys to all continents. The lion’s share is still consumed in Italy. 

Finely sliced ham is not only served at
Rainer Heck
the ham festival in the fall. 

Market position
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Field test

One cutter for everything
With a broad product range and large production volumes, it is a challenge to ensure the consistently high
quality. Gerold Gutekunst, Production Manager and Purchaser for Meister feines Fleisch – feine Wurst GmbH,
relies among other things on the versatile K 754 vacuum cooking cutter from Seydelmann. In this Fleischerei
field test, he discusses his experiences with the cutter.

L

ocated in the Swabian town of
Gäufelden, the company makes
approximately
250
articles.
Meister, founded in 1991 as a subsidiary of the retailer Kriegsbaum, now
belongs to the Metro Group. Every
month, the company supplies Metro
Cash & Carry and Real supermarkets
throughout Germany with approximately 1,200 tons of meat and sausages. Since 2002, the company has been
QS-certified; since 2005 it has also
met IFS standards.
“We have used Seydelmann machines right from the start,” says
Gutekunst, continuing: “They have
proven themselves for us. The absolute reliability of the machinery is
immensely important in a company
like ours, because if a cutter stops,
the entire production workflow is
held up, which can be very expensive.” One of the two vacuum cooking
cutters has been in use at Meister
since October 2016; the other since
March 2017. Managers at Meister decided to purchase various optional
features for both, including a cooling
system with liquid nitrogen and the
extended digital Auto Command 4000
controller, which can record all production data and has a “Teach-inFunction”. With its help, the user can
set all parameters of a cutting process
individually and retrieve them during
later operations.

User-friendly high-tech
Thanks to the stored procedures, the
machines are easy to operate despite
their sophisticated technology. “It
took practically no time for us to
learn to use them,” explains
Gutekunst. “We have previously
worked with Seydelmann cutters;
compared to previous models, the
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Meister feines Fleisch – feine Wurst GmbH uses two Seydelmann K 754 vacuum cookSeydelmann
ing cutters. 

new ones are now even simpler. Anyone trained as a butcher has no problem with them.” Asked how well untrained employees can handle the vacuum cooking cutter, the Production
Manager explains: “If I asked untrained employees to work with the
cutters, I would have them use previously programmed recipes. Trainees
only need to follow one step after another. At any given point, the controls
on the display show them what to do
next.” In such a situation, Gutekunst
or another responsible employee can
sit at their desks and oversee the cutter operation at any time.
Normally, the machine operator
primarily works with several joysticks
labeled with easily understandable
icons. “Operation becomes second nature over time,” says Gutekunst,
while one of his employees routinely

activates a joystick without a second
glance.
In
addition
to
ergonomics,
Gutekunst found the compact design
of the K 754 a decisive criterion for
the purchase. “Despite its 750-liter
bowl, the cutter doesn’t take up more
space than absolutely necessary,” he
says, satisfied. Seydelmann generally
puts the cutter’s electronic controls in
a separate unit, which enables the
very compact design of the machine.

Versatile, quick and safe
The fact that Production Manager
Gutekunst and his staff decided for
the above-mentioned optional features is last but not least due to the
machine’s versatility: “We produce
boiled, cooked and raw sausage with
the cutters. They deliver top perfor-
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With a bowl capacity of 750 liters, the K 754 offers sufficient
Seydelmann
capacity for large production volumes. 

mance in all three areas,” says
Gutekunst, giving the K 754 the best
rating in this regard.
The decision for a cutter with a
cooking function has both qualitative
as well as efficiency-related advantages: Cooking and cutting can be completed in one process. At Meister, an
additional cutter lid heater is used so
that the sausage emulsion achieves

Despite its sophisticated technology, the high-tech machine is
Seydelmann
easy to operate in everyday production. 

the desired temperature even faster.
The cooling function enables a fast
temperature change in the opposite
direction. “The raw material is always
cooled to a defined start temperature
to guarantee optimal protein development and the required fineness at the
end of the process – as well as always
achieving a uniform, constant quality,” explains Gutekunst.

Balance-error monitoring and the
automatic knife-shaft balancing system ensure not only the quality of the
results, but also the safety and reliability of the cutter itself. “If in the
worst case a knife broke, the balanceerror monitoring function would immediately shut down the machinery –
much faster than an employee can operate the emergency switch.” To en-

Specifications: Seydelmann K 754 vacuum cooking cutter
Basic data
Bowl capacity: 
750 l
Weight: 
7,000 kg
Loading options: 
BW 200 or 300
Engine performance:  fast, ultra: 140 kW

fast v, ultra v: 160 kW

fast vs, ultra vs: 190 kW

AC-8: 250 kW

(in use at Meister),

315 kW, 355 kW
Standard equipment

 Vacuum and cooking equipment
 Joystick operation
 Hydraulic main lid, noise-absorbing
cover and product ejector
 Separate stainless control cabinet with
built-in power switch
 Pneumatic knife-shaft lock
 Vacuum pump (water-ring pump)
 Temperature-/running time- cut-off
contact
 PT 100 temperature sensor
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 With AC-8 drive:
High speed of 160 m/s, central lubrication, balance-error monitoring, 6 continuous pre-programmable knife
speeds, 2 reverse mixing speeds, 2 separately switchable bowl speeds, frequency-controlled three-phase motor
Optional equipment

 Hydraulic loading
 High-speed version
 Balance-error monitoring
 Central lubrication
 Automatic knife-shaft balancing
system

 Frequency-controlled continuous bowl
 Water-injection supports
 Liquid-injection supports
 Various blade systems
 Fast clamping nut
 Direct steam
 Nitrogen connection for gas
application

 Liquid nitrogen (LN2) or carbon
dioxide (CO2) for cooling

 Lid heating/cooling
 Noise control design
 Up to 9 shut-off contacts for temperature and running time

 Product ejector with pre-programmable continuous speeds

 Water-cooled main motor for energy
recovery
Control: Auto Command 4000

 Data recording
 Service module
 Recipe control
 Production plan
 User-friendly, logical design
 Individual user management
 Second workplace outside production
rooms possible

 Teach-in function
 Rust-free stainless-steel housing
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sure that this doesn’t happen, the K
754 automatically balances its blade
shaft. “Of course, we can continue to
work with a small imbalance,” says
Gutekunst, “but at high speeds, the
knives are subjected to great forces.
This means it is better to use a
well-balanced knife shaft.”
This is not only for employee safety. Blade changes are also facilitated
by a quick-release nut and a pneumatic knife-shaft lock. “When employees
work on the knives, they must naturally use the necessary protective
wear. Over the years, however, I have
seen many more accidents involving
falling or tripping than cuts. Everyone who works with sharp knives is
automatically more careful.”

Good hygiene, maintenance
and service
Whenever food is produced or processed, hygiene has the highest priority. This is also true at Meister. “Opera-

Thanks to an additional cutter lid heater, the sausage mixture reaches the desired
Seydelmann
temperatures even faster. 

The machine design helps his employees. Covers are embedded flush to
prevent product residues in corners
and edges, and all surfaces slope to allow water runoff and prevent breeding grounds for germs. The minimal

“The absolute reliability of the machines is
immensely important in a company like ours.”


Gerold Gutekunst, Production Manager at Meister feines Fleisch – feine Wurst GmbH

tors are responsible for cleaning after
they complete their jobs. Here, we
never outsource this,” says Gutekunst.

Production Manager Gerold Gutekunst
especially appreciates the high performance, reliability and versatility of the
Meister
K 754 vacuum cooking cutter. 
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distance of the knife to the lid and
bowl also ensures that no uncut meat
ingredients can adhere. “The machine can be quickly, thoroughly and
very easily cleaned,” concludes Gute
kunst.
The same is true for maintenance.
“We have a maintenance contract
with Seydelmann. Maintenance intervals depend on a machine’s running
time and performance. The Auto
Command 4000 indicates when maintenance is necessary, and we then set
up an appointment with Seydelmann’s Service Department.”
Meister’s own technicians, however, are largely responsible for ongoing maintenance. If unexpected
problems arise, Gutekunst knows
from years of experience that he can
rely on Seydelmann service. “I can
hardly give them anything but the
best rating for this. If I call Seydelmann and describe a problem, I can

depend on them to send a service
technician as soon as possible, if necessary.”
The fact that Production Manager
Gerold Gutekunst decided to purchase two K 754 vacuum cooking cutters says a lot about how he estimates
their cost-effectiveness. Excellent performance, reliability and versatility
were just as essential in the purchase
decision as the compact, ergonomic
and high-quality machine design.

Dirk Bongardt
Dirk Bongardt

Conclusion

Gerold Gutekunst, Production Manager
and Purchaser for Meister feines
Fleisch – feine Wurst GmbH, rates the
Seydelmann K 754 vacuum cooking
cutter as follows:
Operation/handling: 

++

Training time: 

++

Noise level: 
Safety: 

+
++

Cleaning: 

+

Maintenance/accessibility:

+

Reliability: 

++

Versatility: 

++

Material and workmanship: 

++

Space requirements: 

++

Customer service: 

++

++ = excellent, + = good, o = average,
– = poor
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Product flow

Firm grip on logistics
Great time and costs can be saved in the warehouse and logistics area – more than in practically any other part of
a business. This article presents machine concepts and product solutions for improving workflows.

T

he food industry is one of the
most price-competitive of all.
This is what makes efficient processes, especially in logistics, so important. Optimally coordinated conveying, picking, storage, sorting and
packaging procedures for meats and
sausages can substantially reduce
time and costs. Despite a high degree
of automation, most warehouse and
logistics systems are very flexible.
This starts with warehouse lifts and
doesn’t end with conveyor belts or labeling systems that are combined
with weighing and transport units.
When transporting fresh and frozen
products, it is vital that the cold chain
not be interrupted. Special transport
boxes or freezer spacers ensure compliance with HACCP regulations.
In addition to high-performance
overall solutions for picking and storing fresh and frozen products, individual manufacturers also offer solutions that can be integrated into an
overall concept. Special software solutions also help optimize a company’s
internal material flow.
This Die Fleischerei article discusses sorting stations with image recognition, technology that automates the
pallet control process, and transport
aids.

Image processing automates
logistics
Efficient processes – especially in
logistics – play an important role in
the food industry. In the central warehouse of a leading Swiss food retailer,
technologies from Framos (Taufkirchen, Germany) are responsible for fully
automated control processes at four
sorting stations. These technologies
feature image recognition and
self-learning machine concepts.
In the fresh food logistics sector,
containers are classified, sorted and
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Sorting stations with image recognition and self-learning machine concepts ensure
Framos
full automation of controlled logistics processes. 

then automatically destacked via intelligent light curtains located directly at the automatic cooler, where they
are assigned to the central empty container station of the correct washer or
returned to the original supplier.
Strong algorithms reliably recognize
very soiled or sticky boxes and containers. They can even learn to recognize and allocate individual products
and fresh produce on their own.
This allows the automation, for example, of “Pick & Place” processes in
the food industry, or the intelligent
control of entire production lines.
With over 2.5 m measurement speed
per second, the light curtain or other
image processing systems can be directly integrated into conveyor systems and PLCs. Framos technology
solutions are thus exemplary for
logistics automation and the underlying optimization potential in the food
logistics and retail business.

delivery errors and reclamation
fraud. The ZetesMedea Dock Door
Control uses ImageID technology to
automate the pallet control process
directly at the loading bay gate. This
accelerates loading and ensures that
the right pallet gets on the right
truck. In addition, the module offers

Correctly loaded pallets
The ZetesMedea logistics execution
solution from Zetes (Hamburg, Germany), in combination with the Dock
Door Control module, prevents costly

With its ImageID technology, the ZetesMedea Dock Door Control automates
the pallet control process directly at the
loading bay gate for error-free deliveries
Zetes/Seachill
and fast, efficient loading. 
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visual shipping and condition proof.
The Dock Door Control module automatically controls the loading process
using the company’s ImageID technology. Cameras installed at the loading
bay gate immediately recognize and
analyze pallet labels when the goods
are loaded. This triggers a release or
stop signal, which prevents loading
personnel from loading the wrong vehicle with the wrong goods. An image
of the shipped goods and their condition is stored in the image database as
proof of shipping and condition.
The control process is completely
automated, eliminating human error;
the system can be operated without
training and several people can simultaneously load the same truck – all
major advantages. The powerful ImageID technology enables fast, efficient execution. A camera with a large
field of view and great depth of field
as well as movement scanning guarantees the recognition of labels placed
anywhere and at any angle on the pallet. Labels are recorded at speeds of up
to 20 km/h. An image of every pallet
is made and stored in the database. It
serves as visual proof of shipping and
condition of goods in the event of a
customer reclamation.
This visual proof of shipping and
condition helps companies reduce reclamation fraud and disputes. It also
saves significant costs and time. ZetesMedea Dock Door Control is part of
the Zetes product range for Collaborative Supply Chain Solutions and can
be integrated in every WMS/ERP, including SAP.

Easily moving heavy loads
When heavy loads must be manually
transported, the result is often employee health problems. Production
efficiency can also suffer. For decades,
the mid-sized company Expresso (Kassel,
Germany)
has
developed
high-quality solutions that make
heavy work easier and better for employee health. These include robust
companions such as light and ergonomic professional hand trucks or
complex and automated special solutions. The “lift2move”, for example,
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The use of ergonomic handling devices and transport systems relieves employees
Expresso
and increases productivity. 

can be transformed from a pure
transport system into a lifting aid, a
conveyor, a turning and tipping device, or a positioning and loading system – depending on its configuration.
Expresso has some 3,000 variations
of the classical “hand truck” – one for
each transport or handling task.
Starting from several basic aluminum
designs and a large selection of
wheels, handles, shovels and other accessories, the manufacturer can configure the ideal stacking hand truck
for every industry, process, product
group and customer.

Hygienic, robust plastic
pallets
Due to rising hygiene requirements,
more and more companies are using
plastic pallets. In many cases, however, only the load carriers are exchanged without questioning the processes used. In this case, serialized
load carriers in closed pools offer
enormous quality advantages.
Zentek Pool System GmbH (Cologne, Germany) has developed its euroformat Zentek plastic pallet in cooperation with packaging suppliers,
food producers and leading distributors. This single-material solution uses glass fiber-reinforced plastic for a
net pallet weight of only 17 kg. Compared to the H1 pallet, it has wider
entry areas for forklift forks and at
1,200 × 800 × 154 mm, the load carrier is slightly lower than standard
plastic pallets.

The pallet deck is completely usable
and not limited by stacking edges or
locking devices. The elastomers employed ensure the necessary slip resistance on and under the pallet. The partially open, hygienic deck and closed
runners allow mechanical cleaning of
the load carrier – and if requested, to
comply with HACCP regulations.
The GRAI of each plastic pallet
gives it a unique worldwide number
that can be read via bar code, data
matrix and RFID.
Zentek Pool System GmbH guarantees the reliable provision of plastic
pallets in Europe on a rental basis.
The number, place, time and degree
of cleanliness can be individually
specified by the customer. Zentek
Pool System customers make no investments for such services as exchanging the load carriers, caring for
the pool, or for cleaning, repair and
replacement. Thanks to the high degree of automation – goods entry and
exit in the Zentek depots are automatically protocolled via RFID – the
Zentek Pool System can also be used
by companies that don’t need many
pallets.
Conny Salzgeber

The 1,200 x 800 Zentek plastic pallet is
hygienic, robust and weighs only 17 kg.
Zentek Pool System GmbH
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The “EASY!Force” new high-pressure pistol simplifies regular cleaning for butchers. For the first time, the trigger lever is built into
Kärcher
the back of the handle. 

Only clean is not good enough
For food safety, strict compliance with personal hygiene measures is just as essential as operational and machine
hygiene. This article presents professional solutions as well as cleaning methods and agents that help fulfill
demanding hygiene standards.

H

ygiene is the essential prerequisite for all food-producing
companies when it comes to
quality and food safety. The cleanliness of production facilities – in addition to personal hygiene – plays a central role, but it should be as simple as
possible, and above all, economical.
For this, foam cleaners, CIP/circulation cleaners, among other things,
and other specialized products are
used.
After cleaning, disinfection of residue-free surfaces and objects is advised to comply with strict hygiene requirements. After all, only clean is
not good enough. To keep everything
hygienically clean, there are many
different surface disinfectants, alcoholic spray disinfection agents or impregnated disinfectant wipes.
To implement these cleaning and
disinfection tasks, every company
must have the right technology, such
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as pressure foam equipment, proportional dosing units, mixing and injector equipment, hose pumps, cart
washers, pressure sprayers and foam
guns. Hygiene technology must be installed and adjusted properly as well
as professionally operated. But hygiene management also includes simple tasks like sweeping or mopping.
Color-coded products
such
as

brooms, squeegees, brushes and wall
brackets for storage are useful. In this
context, Gustav Ehlert from Verl recommends the new products from the
Vikan UST series. Comprehensive hygiene management includes not only
cleaning and disinfection measures
but also monitoring and verification
of their effectiveness. For
this purpose, there are
contact slides for test samples (Hygicult, for example)
as well as test cards to
confirm
successful

Hygiene sluices are
the basis of good
personal hygiene.
They prevent the
transfer of contamination in clean
production areas.
Ehlert
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cleaning (protein evidence with the
Clean Card, for example).
The human factor is especially important in the food processing industry. Strict compliance with personal
hygiene measures is just as essential
for food safety as company hygiene.
To implement this, hand soap, paper
towels, hand dryers, hand sanitizers
with the appropriate dosing systems,
sole cleaning devices, hygiene sluices,
disinfectant mats and hygienic clothing of all types are a prerequisite.
Work safety products such as skin
protection/care lotions, detectable
band-aids, hearing protection or goggles must be available for certain jobs.
These round out a company’s hygiene
management activities.
In this article, Die Fleischerei highlights solutions for cleaning and disinfection.

Redesigned operating element
For commercial cold and hot water
high-pressure cleaning, Kärcher (Winnenden, Germany) has started from
scratch with a complete redesign of
its “EASY!Force” pistol. Its essential
feature is the trigger, which is activated by the ball of the hand. After triggering, this eliminates virtually any
effort, because the rebound of the water jet presses the trigger in the hand
by itself. This eliminates the previously required tension and stress on the
hand and finger muscles. The water
jet cannot be accidentally triggered
due to the yellow safety catch on the
inside of the handle. After a short
press, it can be released again.
The two interfaces between the pistol and the lance and the high-pressure hose were redesigned. The
“EASY!Lock” four-thread trapezoidal
screw enables a tight friction lock
with only a single turn (360°). Additional connections – from the lance to
nozzles and from the hose to the
high-pressure cleaner – are also
equipped with the new “EASY!Lock”
thread. This allows all components to
be quickly and easily exchanged.
Altogether, 476 accessories were
converted to the new screw thread.
Thanks to special adapters, the new
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pistol can also be connected to existing high-pressure cleaners. Similarly,
when a high-pressure cleaner with
the new thread is purchased, previously owned components can be connected with the adapter.
The valve was also considerably improved. Its two main components, the
ball and valve seat, are now made of
ceramic for long-term tightness. The
“EASY!Force” pistol is suitable for all
Kärcher cold and hot water high-pressure cleaners that have a maximum
pressure of up to 300 bar.

Tamperproof via check-in
For nearly 30 years, Kohlhoff Hygienetechnik (Unna, Germany) has
developed and produced devices, machines and systems for personal and
operational hygiene.
The company focuses on products
for cleaning, hand-disinfection and
-drying as well as boot and shoe sole
cleaning. These functions can be integrated in tamperproof hygiene
sluices.
The
individually
configurable
check-in stations combine several
technical hygiene components in one
system, including a hand-wash basin
with contact-free running water and
tamperproof two-hand soap dispensers, hand dryers, entrance
monitoring devices with
tamperproof two-hand
disinfection as well as
shoe sole cleaning machines that can be
equipped with 700 mm,
1,100 mm or 1,600 mm
long brushes.
Kohlhoff offers over
100 cleaning, drying
and disinfection machines with various
equipment and different sizes for work tools
such as knives and

The efficient ST-164 easyfoam365+ foam
and disinfection unit is made for places
that must be frequently cleaned and disR+M de Wit GmbH
infected. 

knife baskets, stab-protection gloves
and aprons as well as for euro norm
crates and pallet trucks. All are made
of stainless steel.

Guaranteed high hygiene
The ST-164 easyfoam365+ foam and
disinfection unit from R+M de Wit
GmbH (Velbert, Germany) is made for
spaces that must be frequently
cleaned and disinfected, such as cattle or refrigerated transport vehicles
or food processing companies.
The mixing unit is manufactured
of stainless steel and special high-performance plastics. The lever determines
the
dosing of
one
of

Individually configured
check-in stations combine several technical
hygiene components
in one system.  Kohlhoff
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two connected chemicals. In its possible configurations, it is suitable for
dosing in the low pressure range from
approximately 4 bar to up a maximum of 350 bar. In the cleaning position, up to 60 l/min can pass through
the injector unit with nearly no pressure loss.
For fixed dosing settings, ten different dose-metering nozzles are included in the scope of delivery. The
chemical connection for the dosing
nozzles has a tubular spout (10 mm)
for chemical intake hoses that is especially suited for vacuuming up viscose
media like smoke resin remover.

One system – three modes
To keep up with the increasing hygiene requirements in the food production sector, Stork & Herrmann
(Gütersloh, Germany), maker of wellknown high-pressure cleaners, now
presents its new Foamjec FMD medium-pressure foam system.
The mobile system has two places
for attaching two 20-l cleaning canisters, an integrated hose reel and a single-lever mixer. These allow the selection of three different operating
methods: use of foaming cleaning
agents (through the addition of external air pressure), clear rinsing, or disinfection with separate wide nozzle

The
Foamjec
FMD m
 obile foam
system guarantees hygienic
cleaning in production areas.  Stork & Herrmann
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mance UV-C emitter also convinces
with its sterilization performance
during continuous operation, according to the manufacturer.

Intelligent cleaning solution
The E2000 circulation disinfection device
is safe for employees, while simultaneously sterilizing the ambient air in any
Sterilsystems
rooms it is used. 

spraying. A uniform concentration in
the foaming function, which results
from built-in dosing nozzles, guarantees high operational safety.
A booster pump with economical
water consumption is integrated into
the clear rinsing function. Two lances
with varying working pressures are
available. Stationary versions (type
FND) of the devices are also available
for use with existing high-pressure
systems.

Harmless for employees,
fatal for germs
Sterilsystems (Mauterndorf, Austria)
has developed the E2000 circulation
disinfection device specifically for
rooms in which people are present
during the production process, such
as in processing, cutting and packaging rooms in the food production and
food retail sectors.
Due to the complete shielding of
the UV-C radiation within the housing, the E2000 circulation disinfection device is absolutely safe for employees while simultaneously developing an efficient sterilization effect for
perfect air hygiene. The ambient air
is sucked into the device by a particularly quiet axial fan. All microorganisms and germs such as bacteria, viruses, yeasts and mold spores caught
up in this airflow are exposed to a
wavelength of exactly 253.7 nm UV-C
radiation, which kills up to 99.99 percent of them. This ensures the gradual sterilization of the ambient air.
With dimensions of 1,200 × 252 ×
325, the acid- and base-resistant stainless-steel housing saves space and
meets the highest hygiene requirements. The ambient air throughput is
500 m³ per hour. The high-perfor-

The Profi FX series of compact built-in
dishwashers made by Hobart (Offenburg, Germany) is suitable for flexible
use in butcher shops. The Profi FXL
model has an extra-deep interior that
has space for oven sheets and euro
boxes (600 × 400 mm).
Senso-Active resource usage significantly contributes to the low consumption values of the FX machines.
The technology permanently monitors the suds and immediately adapts
the amount of rinsing fluid to the
dirt present. This reduces the consumption of water, chemicals and
energy.
The Profi FX is also available with
a double basket system. This solution
simultaneously cleans a basket with
cups and above, a second basket with
plates. This doubles the machine’s capacity and saves an additional 50 percent of water, energy and chemicals.
The FX machines can be intuitively
operated with the Visiotronic controls. The standard Profi FX line also
includes the switchable water change
program specifically for the cleaning
of baking sheets.
The Profi FX is the first under-table
dishwasher with an integrated prewash function. With the further developed Genius-X² fine filtration sys-

The Profi FXL built-in dishwasher has an
extra deep interior for sheets and euro
Hobart
boxes. 
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tem, it achieves the best cleaning results while reducing material consumption. The system also filters out
coarse dirt during the wash cycle.

Fog protection from germs
Due to increased hygiene requirements in the food production industry, elimination of microorganisms
such as bacteria, fungi and viruses is
increasingly important. 3D fogging is
an effective sterilization method for
disinfecting both air as well as surfaces in the meat production sector.
Three-dimensional cold fogging minimizes product failure, protects
against diseases and can be used during the entire production process.
In addition to problem-solving, prevention is increasingly the focus of attention. The Fleischerei Wolke in Ankum, for example, preventatively uses
the ValloFog cold fogging system
from Vallovapor (Mannheim, Germany) to create high air quality throughout its rooms and eliminate the risks
of production losses or faulty batches
in advance.
At first, the production rooms are
fogged with ValloFog Domestic, which
sprays the finest droplets into the ambient air with a special atomizer – so
fine, that no moisture or humidity develops, but only a fine standing aerosol substance. During this procedure,
the aerosol moistens all surfaces and
the biocide covers ceilings, walls as
well as machines, vents and ventilation ducts, air conditioners or heat exchangers. The dry, intensive ValloFog
aerosol is distributed throughout the
entire room and condenses precisely
on the cooler surfaces and points in
the room where normally mold and
bacteria would form. This is where
the highest disinfection effect takes
place.
ValloFog gets into the smallest
cracks and seams. A very thin, invisible disinfectant film remains on the
surfaces and generates a germ-free
environment. Fungal spores, bacteria,
viruses or other microorganisms that
come into contact with the film die –
with lasting effect. In one day, two
employees preventatively fogged ap-
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The ValloFog 3D cold fogging system kills nearly all microorganisms on a lasting
Vallovapor
basis. 

proximately 1,000 m3 while accounting for production times, so that no
losses or delays would occur. The fogging takes between a quarter and
half an hour, depending on the room
size. Subsequently, the aerosol remains in the room for between one
and two hours. Afterwards, the
premises can be used normally again.
“We are very satisfied with the results until now and the rapid implementation, and we will continue to
use the system,” says Master Butcher
Wolke.
One fogging procedure is sufficient
to achieve good disinfection results
for months. The Vallovapor procedure
kills up to 99.9 percent of all microorganisms. In addition to sterilizing the
ambient air, the disinfection of other
areas such as conveyor belts, cutting
machines or packaging areas leads to
a significant improvement of hygiene
standards.

Easily and effectively
stopping dirt
The Heute Maschinenfabrik (Solingen,
Germany) offers an effective and lasting solution against the introduction
of dirt particles: Profilgate cleans rollers, wheels and tires of all floor conveyors, and even shoe profiles if needed. This solution is a hot-dipped galvanized grating with patented brush
strips. These lie in shallow stainless-steel tubs that are recessed into
the floor at ground level or above.

Profilgate actively removes unwanted
particles from the tread profile due to
the tension of its brush strips and arrangement of its diagonal bristles.
The system is low-maintenance
and needs no power supply. According
to the manufacturer, it captures up to
90 percent of accumulated dirt, primarily in access and entry sluices. Users thus optimize their technical
cleanliness and work safety, reduce
cleaning costs as well as complaints –
lastingly. The manufacturer guarantees 100,000 crossings over the brushes. Profilgate lasts even longer in
practice – easily up to 500,000 crossings – if the cleaning areas are interchanged from time to time.
The Heute Maschinenfabrik produces very different variants: for narrow wheels and rollers, wide wheels
and tires, for pedestrians as well as
for lightly or heavily used passages.
The company’s product range also
contains solutions of stainless steel, of

Profilgate cleaning areas stop dirt before
it can get into clean areas.  Heute Maschinenfabrik
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tively low volume of water needed for
cleaning as well as the fairly low pH
value have a positive environmental
effect due to the minimal water needed and the quality of the waste water.

food-safe plastic as well as modules
for wet cleaning, disinfection and
drying.

Cleaning structured hard
floors
In many areas of the food industry,
structured hard floors, either small
or medium-sized, are often laid as
protection against slipping accidents.
Their function is only guaranteed if
they are regularly cleaned with
high-quality processes that go deep
into spaces where dirt can collect.
Manual floor cleaning cannot guarantee this. IP Gansow (Unna, Germany) has developed its CT 15 scrubber
dryer machine specifically for this
application area.
Its roller brush has a mechanical
cleaning function with high vertical
intensity that penetrates deep into
displacement areas. An extensive
technological concept, secured by the
SLS system, increases its efficiency
and ensures high-quality cleaning
throughout the entire cleaning process. Eco Select reduces energy consumption, which lengthens the running time for daily cleaning processes
by 20 percent. Even the noise
level of the quiet machine was reduced by
another 2 dB. Cleaning processes are now
also possible in guest
areas or areas where
customers are found.
The machine is
very
agile
and
scrubs and vacuums in one
process,

For cleaning structured hard floors, the CT
15 scrubber dryer is available with cable
or as a battery-powered version.  IP Gansow
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“Intelligent” faucet

The mildly alkaline Orbin Evolve foam
cleaner removes fat and protein from all
surfaces that are compatible with alkali,
Büfa
as well as aluminum. 

both forwards and in reverse. Due to
low ground clearance, even at
high-density transfer, it can be used efficiently under tables or built-in appliances. The wired version with the additional tool and carpet jet roller is also
suited for wet cleaning of textile floors.

Permanent fat and protein
removal
Büfa Reinigungssysteme (Oldenburg,
Germany) offers an extensive program of cleaning, disinfection and
care products for the food processing
industry. According to the company,
its products clean well and are effective against a broad range of microorganisms. Diverse solutions for the application, dosing, and application
technology – which always take environmental protection and sustainability into consideration – complete the
company’s offers.
The sustainable corporate strategy
is clearly shown by its newly developed ecological product Orbin Evolve.
This mild alkaline foam cleaner removes fat and protein from all surfaces that tolerate alkaline substances, as
well as aluminum. Based on an active
substance mixture made exclusively
of renewable raw materials, it
achieves cleaning results that were
previously only possible with strong
alkaline cleaners. After only a relatively short exposure time of up to 10
minutes, dirt is emulsified and can
easily be rinsed away. The compara-

Maximal comfort, vandal-resistant
components and mature technology –
the “smart” Conti+ ultra faucet (Wettenberg, Germany) is especially suited
for hygienically sensitive areas or in
industry. The non-contact faucet is reliably triggered via its IR sensor,
which saves up to 70 percent water because it only runs when it is n
 eeded.
With three sizes and discharge
heights of from 51 to 162 mm, the
faucet enables thorough handwashing; the ultra GH10 model even up to
the elbows. Everywhere where hand
hygiene is especially important, the
additional hygiene mode integrated
into the Expert Version has a countdown function to monitor the required handwashing time. An individually adjustable 12- or 24-hour hygiene rinse ensures complete water
exchange within the installation and
can prevent undesirable formation of
bacteria. All settings are made via the
touch sensor. A display shows the water temperature and water running
time. Last but not least, the faucet’s
clear, puristic design allows easy and
thorough cleaning for both an impeccable appearance and a hygienically
clean work environment.

The Expert Version
of the GH10 ultra
washbasin faucet
has an integrated
hygiene mode with
countdown function
for monitoring the
required hand-washing time.  www.conti.plus
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Cloth hand towels ecologically sound
Those who dry their hands with cloth hand towels after washing actively help the environment. This was demonstrated by a
recent study sponsored by the Wirtschaftsverbands Textil Service e.V. (Wirtex) (Frankfurt am Main, Germany). According to
the study, cloth hand towel rolls generate 95 percent less trash
than paper towels, consume 48 percent less energy and have
up to 29 percent lower global warming potential than paper
towels.
Everyone dries their hands many times daily. In Germany
alone, with its over 81 million inhabitants, hands are dried
many times every day. The “how” directly affects the environment. The central question is: „cloth or paper?“. The answer to
this question is an environmentally relevant decision for everyone, especially for every owner or operator of a washroom.
Rolls of cloth hand towels are not only hygienic, they are also
“brilliant” for the environment. This is the conclusion of the recent sustainability study.
The investigation from fall 2016 compared the ecological effects of cloth towel rolls, fresh fiber paper and recycling paper
over their entire lifecycle. The study examined the cultivation
of raw materials and its manufacture into towels, its usage and
reprocessing as well as its disposal or recycling. The overall
comparison shows that cloth and towel rolls are more environmentally friendly. They surpass the paper alternative made of

V-formed brush head reaches
into seams
To support food industry customers in
improving their hygiene conditions
with effective cleaning of corners,
edges, seams and other close spaces,
Vikan (Skive, Denmark) – whose German headquarters are in Wiesbaden –
has developed a new seam scrubber.
This tool has a v-shaped brush head
with filaments of different strengths
that reach into narrow spaces. Stiff
filaments in the middle of the brush
loosen firmly trapped dirt. The ergonomic swivel function allows thor-

The new seam scrubber has a v-shaped
brush head with filaments of different
strengths. Difficult-to-access floor areas
can be effectively and thoroughly
Vikan
cleaned. 
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fresh fiber in six out of eight categories – and towels of recycling paper
in seven out of eight. In addition to
the volume of trash, energy and
global warming potential generated,
the study also looked at air pollution, the development of summer
smog, water consumption as well as
soil acidification and eutrophication.
Cloth towel rolls are available to
rent. The basis of this business model is the eco-cycle concept. The rolls
are picked up after use, washed ac- Cloth hand towel rolls –
cording to strict hygiene require- the environmentally
ments, and then delivered to the friendly alternative for
Bardusch
customer again. A roll of cloth and hand drying. 
towels can be washed up 125 times.
No trash ensues. The customer has no disposal costs. If a roll is
no longer usable, the material can be recycled for cleaning
cloths, wiping mops, or insulation material. In contrast to paper
hand towels, they must be disposed of as residual waste. For
hygienic reasons, they may not be reused again.


www.wirtex.de

Small door, a lot behind

side. The base cleaner is mounted
where the most dirt collects.
“The base cleaner is a practical and
efficient solution to eliminate dirt
without much effort. Crumbs or dirt
are simply swept together. A brief
touch of the equipment door suffices
to activate the vacuum and eliminate
all of the dirt,” explains Simon Moser,
Managing Director at Gronbach. A
sufficiently broad section in the baseboard and a normal power outlet are
the only requirements for the installation. Thanks to its compact construction, the autonomous device can
be mounted or retrofitted in nearly
any furniture rim with a height of
110 mm on up. In contrast to complex
central vacuum cleaner systems, this
device can be installed without great
effort. 
Conny Salzgeber

Because conventional vacuum cleaners are usually large, heavy and unwieldy, and because dirt cannot be optimally swept up with a broom, Gronbach (Wasserburg am Inn, Germany)
has developed the base vacuum. The
built-in, drawer-size device is permanently installed in the piece of furniture; crumbs and dust are swept in-

Small door, a lot behind: The base cleaner lets crumbs and dirt completely disappear under the kitchen cupboard.  Gronbach

ough cleaning under tables and machines. The Clip-Fit handle guarantees
hygienic cleaning of the brush head.
“A floor is only really clean when
the last hard-to-access place has been
cleaned – including corners, edges,
seams and narrow spaces. Even after
cleaning,
improved
hygiene
is
achieved because the brush head can
be removed from the handle. This
means that even the thread between
the brush head and the handle can be
cleaned – a place where dirt easily
collects,” says Deb Smith, Global Hygiene Specialist at Vikan. To easily
differentiate between cleaning tools,
the seam scrubber is available in
color-coded versions: green, blue, red,
white and yellow.
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Not just clean, but immaculate
Clean work clothing and tools are a must for ensuring the food quality and safety. Compliance with strict hygiene
regulations is a requirement for butchers. Efficient machines and procedures can aid them greatly.

F

or 18 years, from 1968 to 1986,
Clementina, dressed in white
overalls advertised for the brand
Arial with the slogan “Not just clean,
but immaculate”. Tools and work
clothing in the meat industry must
also be immaculate. Optimal hygiene
in meat product processing companies includes regular cleaning and
disinfection of containers, dishes,
tools and machines as well as work
clothing such as aprons and boots.
The hygiene measures taken must always be coordinated with the individual requirements that result from the
type and degree of soiling.
Both for personal hygiene systems
as well as cleaning equipment for containers, plates and tools, manufacturers offer a broad range of solutions for
the most varied needs – from small
systems for SMEs all the way to large,
combined cleaning systems for industrial use. They also focus on creating
economical machines that are easy to
operate.
In this article, Die Fleischerei presents technical solutions for cleaning
and disinfection in meat processing
companies.

Controlled personal hygiene
The Itec 23876-800 hygiene station
made by Frontmatec Hygiene (Beckum, Germany) guarantees efficient
personal hygiene in the food industry.
A systematic workflow enables controlled access to production areas.
The company’s equipment is modular, which allows individual and highly customized assembly based on a
customer’s operational requirements.
It is based on a continuous system
with an 800-mm roller brush and can
be equipped with a motorized or mechanical turnstile, Mano Control for
contactless hand disinfection, a cleaning basin, various soap dispensers,
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The brushes can be removed without
tools for cleaning. An additional advantage is the station’s low water and
energy consumption.

Low residual moisture and
energy use

The Itec 23876-800 hygiene station can
be individually adapted for controlled
personal hygiene thanks to its modular
Frontmatec
construction principal. 

towel dispensers or warm-air hand
dryers. Slip-proof services as well as
step guidance and safety handrails
give users a secure footing.
The
system
convinces
with
high-quality processing and a hygienic design that is particularly suited
for effective cleaning of all machine
parts, according to the manufacturer.

Reich (Großkarolinenfeld,
Germany) offers container washers with an hourly
output of 300 to 5,000 containers/h. Thanks to its modular
construction principal, the company can customize its systems to meet specific
needs.
Reich is now presenting its innovative SLT6
spin dryer, which scores
with excellent drying results and low
energy consumption. Conventional
dryers achieve a residual moisture
content of maximum six to ten grams
per container. The SLT6 spin dryer
achieves a residual moisture content
of one to two grams per E2 container.
Its energy consumption has been
minimized by one tenth, according to
the manufacturer.
A further advantage for production is dry, bacteriologically hygienic
containers. The SLT6 spin dryer thus
eliminates the possibility of inadvert-

The new SLT6
spin dryer
scores with
low residual
moisture content and low
energy consumption.  Reich
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ently bringing water into production
rooms. Thanks to its modular construction, there are no limits to its
performance. In addition, the SLT6
spin dryer’s noise level has been reduced to 65 dB.

Manual pre-washing
unnecessary
Winterhalter (Meckenbeuren, Germany) offers its UF series of equipment
dishwashers in three sizes. The UF-M
rinses goods up to dimensions of 530
× 650 mm (GN 2/1). The UF-XL, with a
basket size of 1,305 × 672 mm and an
entry height of 800 mm, allows cleaning up to three standard Euro transport containers next to each other.
All businesses that deal with protein and starch know the problem: if
items are rinsed with cold water without pre-cleaning, residue can permanently stick to the surface. The UF series thus offers an optional cold-water
pre-rinse function that is started by
pushing a button.
Using Winterhalter’s “TurboZyme”
procedure, specially developed in its
own labs, manual pre-rinsing is no
longer necessary. In this soaking process, dried residue is wetted with the
enzyme cleaner, which reduces stubborn stains before the actual cleaning

The two-track sloping transport position in the contino 280 box and pallet washer
minimizes the spread of water, reduces water consumption and improves drying.
Kitzinger


process. Enzymes use the so-called
“lock-and-key” principle, reacting specifically to various types of dirt. Certain enzymes only break up starches,
others only protein. The A140e
pre-cleaner is the protein specialist
and particularly suited to the needs of
butchers.
Manual collection of dishes at individual production stations and their
transport to the cleaning area is especially tedious in large kitchens. These
heavy and bulky items must often be
carried long distances. With the new
basket carts in the UF series, personnel can easily collect dirty dishes and
ergonomically push the basket directly from the cart into the machine.

Double walls, lower
energy use

The UF-XL equipment washer is the largest model in the UF series. It can clean
up to three standard Euro transport conWinterhalter
tainers next to each other. 
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Kitzinger (Flensburg-Handewitt, Germany) develops and configures its
washing systems with the user in
mind. The company combines proven
modules into efficient, needs-driven
systems.
The double-wall construction of its
machines substantially decreases
heating energy demands, according to
the company. Multi-tank technology
reduces the requirements for fresh
water and chemicals; modern IE3 motors – in some cases equipped with

frequency converters – permanently
lowers electricity consumption.
The company’s extensive product
range covers all needs and includes
machines for cleaning boxes, meat
forms, pallets, sacks, cans, mixing
and smoking carts.

Steam washing for optimal
cleaning
Universal dishwashers from Hobart
(Offenburg, Germany) are all-rounders, handling boxes, containers, baskets, pots or baking forms. The UP
and UPT Premax models have a lateral washing system that provides twice
the capacity at the same size as conventional models.
Furthermore, the universal dishwashers are highly intelligent. Their
Senso-Active resource use continually
monitors the water quality and automatically adapts the water consumption to it. When cleaning only lightly
soiled items, water consumption remains low; when dirtier items are
washed, the water consumption is increased. The manufacturer says that
this innovative resource use alone
lowers operating costs by 20 percent
over conventional machines.
The optional exhaust-air heat recovery function offers even more savings potential. It uses the existing en-
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This complete solution for cleaning stacked containers simplifies work and saves
time. 

Hobart universal dishwashers feature intelligent cleaning that continuously
monitors the water quality and automatically adapts water consumption.  Hobart

ergy from the 60 °C vapor to warm
the additionally added fresh water.
Moisture and energy are no longer
emitted uncontrolled into the room,
but returned to the washer via a heat
exchanger. According to the manufacturer’s specs, this saves up to
5000 kWh per year, reduces room
temperatures and simultaneously improves the indoor climate.
Hygienic cleanliness of utensils is
immensely important for butcher
shops. Hobart also has the suitable
solution for stubborn stains in this area. The Vapo-Active steam bath
breaks up the structure of the soiling
with hot steam before the washing
process. The cleaning results are always impeccable.

containers per hour (E1 and E2). Its
performance is distributed over 60
stainless steel nozzles that clean the
containers on all four sides. Soapsuds
are constantly filtered and continually cleaned by a plate filter. The 200-l
tank needs a heating capacity of
10 kW.
The washing temperature in the
main wash zone is approximately 50
to 55 °C. Containers are transported
via a sophisticated spiral transport
system that precisely separates containers and ensures the unhindered
contact of soapsuds from below for
improved cleaning of all sides. The
containers are conveyed through the

Special transport system
Mohn (Meinerzhagen, Germany) presents the new DLWA-180 Ecoline continuous-flow washer with a 2.5 kW
centrifugal pump (900 l/m at circa
1 bar) for cleaning up to 180 plastic
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The spiral transport system in the new
DLWA-180 Ecoline continuous-flow
washer meticulously cleans containers.
Mohn


Boldt

system at a slight slope to allow easier
runoff of residual water.
A turning device for containers enables one-person operation; a clearly
laid out control panel simplifies operation. A low-maintenance nozzle system with round-hole jets guarantees
thoroughly clean containers.
The containers are intensively
rinsed on all sides with fresh water in
the rinsing zone. The fresh water introduced into the washing system (at
least 40 °C) is heated for thermal disinfection to +82 °C by the integrated
boiler.

Easily cleaned container
stacks
Boldt (Bolsward, The Netherlands) offers a compact solution for companies
that manually de-stack, clean and restack DIN/EURO pallet boxes daily in
intensive labor. The washing systems
feature pH-neutral cleaning and are
custom-built with maximal buffer capacity in a straight, U or L-shaped design. This allows use in even the
smallest washing rooms.
The integrated solution for simple
stacked box loading and removal using high-lifts or forklifts simplifies
the operator’s work and saves time.
The typical damage to boxes when
they are dropped and the danger of
injuries to employees belong to the
past.
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Because no contact is made with
the floor during stacking, no dirty
drops of water must be removed from
the previously cleaned containers. Integrated accumulation of residual water from hollow spaces in the containers in the washer saves water and protects floors.
Thanks to controlled heat recovery, Boldt container washers save
cleaning costs and increase cleaning
quality right from the start. An onboard control display shows all important parameters. The company also offers optional sewer disposal of
residual fluids from containers and
saturated steaming for rapid disinfection.

Custom stainless-steel design
Hassheider Edelstahltechnik manufactures high-quality customized
stainless-steel products for the food
industry at its site in Rödinghausen,
Germany. In addition to facilities,
stainless-steel forms, pressing frames,
hygiene technology, cooking and
smoking trolleys, the company focuses primarily on creating cleaning
systems.

Hassheider produces washing systems for varied requirements in stainless steel, such
Hassheider
the cutting car shown here. 

Whether a customer needs lifting
and transport trolleys, large containers or euro boxes – the systems work
cleanly and are eco-friendly. Minimum water consumption through water recovery is only one of their positive characteristics. Customers appreciate the adjustable nozzles, precise
guidance rods, stainless-steel transport chains as well as sophisticated
cleaning and maintenance solutions,

according to the manufacturer. Dis
infection of the cleaned goods is part
of the washing cycle, just as are the
various filter options and types of
heating. Depending on the desired capacity, highly varied dimensions and
variants are possible. Even the individual room size, black and white separation or production are accounted
for in the design of the systems.

Conny Salzgeber

Linear design simplifies machine cleaning
The ST-3225 linear spray gun from R+M Suttner (Velbert, Germany) combines the ergonomic and technical advantages of a
ball tap with the user safety and the water-savings potential of
a shut-off gun.
The guidelines for liquid jet sprayers developed by the main industrial trade associations require a ”dead man‘s handle.“ After
hours of continual use, during which the spray gun trigger is
constantly pressed by hand, the results are often epicondylopathy (tennis elbow) or carpal tunnel syndrome. When developing the ST-3225, particular emphasis was placed on creating a
natural grip position for the hand that allows economic operation.
The characteristic feature of the ST-3225 is its linear valve design. Due to the modified grip position, the weight of the hose
is friction-fit on the operator‘s upper body. The weight of the
hose and pistol is offset by the rebound of the water jet.
The low opening and holding forces that are required also reduce stress on cleaning personnel. The design simplifies machine cleaning by using all six degrees of freedom of the human arm.
The ST-3225 guarantees as little pressure loss as possible for
greater efficiency of the overall system. Improved foaming
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The linear valve design of the ST-3225 spray gun enables ecoR+M Suttner
nomic operation. 
quality increases exposure time while at the same time requiring lower use of compressed air and chemicals. An integrated
quick coupling system allows foaming, rinsing or disinfecting,
and if needed, different lengths of lances for hard-to-reach
places. The integrated hinge joint at the hose entrance prevents
it from twisting, even under pressure. The integrated damped
closure reduces pressure shocks in piping systems. 

www.rm-suttner.com
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Economic and safe smoking
Regardless of what is being
smoked, the quality of the
smoke plays a critical role
and is responsible for the
success of a product.
Smoke is subject to variations and the smoke quality
that is generated depends
on factors that the manufacturer can only control
with difficulty in some cases. Smoke is also polluted
with contaminants such as
tar, ash and benzo(a)pyrene. The residues in the
smoking chamber are clearly visible and have to be removed with harsh chemicals but some remain on
the smoked food.
This fact led one man to
develop a smoke more than
60 years ago that made the
smoking of food cleaner

and safer for both humans
and the environment. The
result was the founding of
Red Arrow (Bremen, Germany). Over the last few
decades the company has
refined its smoke varieties
and smoke generator to develop
the
CleanSmoke
smoking procedure.
When smoking food,
both good flavour and uniform quality are essential.
The critical point is the
composition of the smoke.
The aim is to retain the
traditional smoke flavour
along with the ability of
the smoke to preserve the
food and improve the texture. Contaminants such
as tar and ash do not contain any desirable flavours
and are instead washed out

Cleanly and safely smoke: the CleanSmoke smoking procedure
ensures sustainable and minimal use of resources while proRed Arrow
tecting consumers. 

of the smoke using drinking water. Only those components of the smoke that
are responsible for the flavour, colouring, preservation and textural properties of the smoked food are
kept. This precise separation of the components is
possible thanks to a transitional liquid phase of the
smoke – the pre-cleaned
primary smoke product. A
cleaned smoke “Clean
Smoke” is generated from

the cleaned, liquid phase
using compressed air and
special nozzles. When considering the gaseous phase
and the particle size,
CleanSmoke is optimised
and above all controllable
in terms of the process-relevant parameters, according to the manufacturer.
Red Arrow provides a
smoke quality guarantee
for the precise composition
of its smoke products.
www.red-arrow-deutschland.de

Mixed precisely to a recipe
EAP Lachnit (Elchingen,
Germany) offers charging
systems in a stainless steel
design for picking recipes in
the food industry. The systems can be flexibly
planned and are suitable for
weighing various products
from several large containers as well as precise batch
composition in accordance
with specified recipes.
The charging systems
are equipped with a conveyor belt or a feed trolley for
transporting goods along
with several tipping stations with capacity of up to
1,000 kg and a weighing facility. This is integrated into the conveyor belt or a
trolley. The products are
precisely weighed and recorded which ensures batch
traceability for the system.
EAP Lachnit uses only high
quality components such as
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scales from Bizerba that
have recipe control. This allows individual ingredients
to be tracked thanks to the
retrieval and saving of production orders. The data for
the precise quantities used
are also saved.
The system is provided
with instructions in several
languages that guide employees through the production process. A control unit

with a safety device ensures
a safe working environment
and automatically switches
the system off if a hazardous situation develops. Production can be controlled
and monitored using standard interfaces or WLAN.
The glass bead blasted
surfaces of the system,
which are made entirely of

Flexible batching systems are suitable for weighing a range of
products from several large containers and precise batch comEAP Lachnit
position in accordance with recipes. 

V2A/1.4301/AISI 304 stainless steel, ensure easy and
thorough wet cleaning. The
casings are also watertight
and are of protection class
IP66. Special belts are used
for transport for food production. The charging systems are optionally available
in a clean room version with
electropolished surfaces.
The systems are designed
for different containers and
the container size can be
adjusted as can the container material (stainless steel
or plastic). The individual
stations are equipped with
tippers that allow stepless
positioning of the containers. After processing the
specified recipe, the complete batch is transported
on a conveyor belt or mobile
scales with a feed trolley to
the dispatch station.
 www.lachnit-foerdertechnik.de
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Fully automatic cleaning for nugget ice makers
A feature long established
for the flake ice makers
from
Maja
(Kehl-Goldscheuer, Germany) is now
also available for nugget ice
makers: the fully automatic
Maja-SCS cleaning system is
a practical option that ensures
optimal
hygiene
when producing nugget ice
for the production and
chilling of foods. A press of
a button is all that is needed to automatically clean
and decalcify the relevant
components.
For 60 years Maja have
developed, manufactured
and sold machines to produce flake ice for many
purposes such as sausage
production. In addition to
the –7 °C, matt-white ice
flakes that are ideally suit-

ed for food production and
chilling, granular nugget
ice became available five
years ago.
The special feature of
Maja ice makers is the hygiene concept that enables
the production of hygienic
ice for use in the food sector. So that personnel do
not need to plan extra time
for regular cleaning, the
company offers optional
fully automatic cleaning. If
the system is difficult to access (for example, because it
is installed in a suspended
ceiling or on a silo plant),
the time required for cleaning can easily add up to an
hour.
Those who would like to
make better use of this
time can install the option-

During the
generation of
nugget ice for
producing and
chilling foods,
the fully automatic Maja-SCS cleaning system delivers optimal
hygiene.  Maja

al
patented
Maja-SCS
self-cleaning system which
starts the fully automatic
cleaning process at the
push of a button. This gives
the facility the security of
knowing that the ice maker
is thoroughly cleaned and
decalcified at regular intervals.
The water/cleaner mixture that is used is based on

an environmentally friendly citric acid product and is
automatically and sparingly
dosed. Regular cleaning
with the Maja-SCS contributes to the maintenance of
the machine because stubborn soiling and limescale
deposits are minimised
right from the start even
over many years of continuous operation. www.maja.de

tools for cleaning purposes.
The model is supplied with
different working heights
and flexible belt dimensions and can be easily integrated into existing production lines. The precision

weighing cell is constructed in full stainless steel (also IP69K) and ensures complete production monitoring with reliable rejection
of products with the incorrect weight. www.wipotec.com

Ensure exact product weights
HKScan Denmark is Denmark’s largest manufacturer of poultry products for
the national and international markets. The poultry
slaughterhouses in Vinderup and Skovsgaard together process 250,000
poultry carcasses a day.
In the production facilities in Vinderup, more than
a dozen checkweighers
from Wipotec (Kaiserslautern, Germany) weigh
whole chickens (in thermoformed trays) as well as individual poultry pieces that
move along the weighing
conveyors combined in
bags. In all cases there are
metal detectors upstream
of the weighing process. In
this way, HKScan Denmark
can safeguard not only precise product weights but also the integrity of the
goods in terms of contami-
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nation with metal that are
inherent in the production
processes.
The HC-M-WD washdown checkweighers are
supplied in a hygienic design and guarantee compliance with legal requirements for the food processing industry. Rounded surfaces and defined drip edges are synonymous with
cleanliness as part of an
open construction with a
stable base and no hidden
cavities. The IP69K protection class indicates that the
checkweighers are perfectly suited for frequently recurring and very thorough
cleaning cycles.
The HC-M-WD checkweighers also offer hygienic
belt construction entirely
in stainless steel. The belts
can be quickly detached
from the housing without

Rounded surfaces and defined drip edges: The HC-M-WD wash-
Wipotec
down checkweigher is supplied in a hygienic design. 
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Dealer listing

Casings

Spices

Grinding machines

We love
natural casings.
For nearly 100 years.

KNECHT Maschinenbau GmbH
Witschwender Straße 26
88368 Bergatreute Germany
T + 49 (0)7527- 928-0 F + 49 (0)7527- 928-32
zentrale@knecht.eu www.knecht.eu

Your partner for natural casings,
special meat cuts & offal
and frozen food services.

fleischerei_50x25mm_2018.indd 1
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Gewürze, Gewürzmischungen,
Veredelung, Convenience
und technologische Wertstoffe

HAGESÜD INTERSPICE

Knives

Gewürzwerke GmbH

CDS Hackner GmbH | Rossfelder Str. 52/5
74564 Crailsheim | Germany
Phone +49 7951 3910 | www.cds-hackner.de

Clip closing technology

Die ganze Welt des Würzens
seit 1881

Saarstraße 39 · 71282 Hemmingen
Telefon: (0 71 50) 9 42 60
www.hagesued.de
E-Mail: info@hagesued.de

w w w. g i e s s e r. d e

Tendon removal equipment

Protective aprons and gloves
against cutting edges in stainless steel

www.polyclip.com
Poly-clip System GmbH & Co. KG
Metal mesh gloves

Niedeckerstraße 1
65795 Hattersheim a. M.
Tel. +49 6190 8886 - 0
Fax +49 6190 8886 - 15270
marketing@polyclip.com

Metal mesh aprons
Metal mesh Boleros

Vacuum stuffers (continuous)

Reparaturservice
Cut resistant gloves Level
,
5
info@euroflex-safety.de

Bezugsquelle_Fleischerei 50 mm_65 mm_2014_.indd
13.06.20141 11:03:59

Heinrich Frey
Maschinenbau GmbH

Cutter knives

Fischerstrasse 20
89542 Herbrechtingen
Tel.: 07324 172 0
Fax: 07324 172 44
Email: info@frey-online.com
Internet: www.frey-online.com

KNECHT Maschinenbau GmbH
Witschwender Straße 26
88368 Bergatreute Germany
T + 49 (0)7527- 928-0 F + 49 (0)7527- 928-32
zentrale@knecht.eu www.knecht.eu

fleischerei_50x25mm_2018.indd 1

www.fleischerei.de
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You’ll find this entries of the dealer listing also in the Internet
www.fleischerei.de ––> Bezugsquellen
Please note!
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Wheels and castors

Wheels and Castors
Stainless Steel:
AISI 304 + 316
Phone +49 2992-3017 · www.fw-seuthe.de
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Every detail considered

The new weigher complies
with the most stringent hygiene requirements in the
Multipond
food industry. 

Multipond (Waldkraiburg,
Germany) has constructed
a weigher that satisfies the
most stringent hygiene requirements in the food industry. The MP-14-38001250-J was certified by both
the European Hygienic Engineering & Design Group
(EHEDG) and the US Department of Agriculture
(USDA) with a perfect hygienic design rating.
An independent research
group on the Weihenste

phan campus of the Technical University of Munich
confirmed recently that the
MP-14-3800-1250-J complies
with the stringent hygiene
requirements of the EHEDG
in all details and thus was
awarded the HDW certificate. The US certificate
from the USDA also applies
to all Multipond series with
the same construction.
The weigher is built in
accordance with the specifications of hygienic design

and complies with protection class IP69. Using a specially constructed “Drip,
Drop and Drain System”,
condensed water is drained
away and collected. The associated collecting tray can
be removed and cleaned
with minimal effort. The
company has also developed a hygienic drain coupling (patent pending) that
does not operate with moving mechanical parts.

www.multipond.com

Maturing cabinets for dry-aged beef
Dry Ager – a brand from
Landig + Lava GmbH & Co.
KG (Bad Saulgau, Germany)
in the maturing cabinet
section – produces the DX
500 compact delicatessen
unit with a filling volume
of about 20 kg of meat in
addition to the DX 1000
maturing cabinet for up to
100 kg of meat. This allows
butchers to easily pro

duce dry-aged beef, pork,
ham and salami in a single
unit.
Along with compact maturing cabinets, Dry Ager
is now supplying walk-in
maturing rooms and maturing cells in any size
that produce superb matured dry-aged beef, ham
or salami without any water connection at all.
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Poly-clip System GmbH & Co. KG
Rudolf Schad GmbH & Co. KG Maschinenbau

Dry Ager produces walk-in
maturing rooms and maturing
cells for the production of
dry-aged beef, ham and salami in addition to compact maLandig + Lava
turing cabinets. 

Masthead

Eberhardt GmbH

Kerres Anlagensysteme GmbH

Butchers who already have
a cooling cell can purchase
a compact cooling unit including the entire maturation technology as a readyto-use solution from Dry
Ager, enabling a normal
cooling cell to be converted to a premium maturing
room with no need for
elaborate connections.

www.la-va.com
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Die Fleischerei International provides you with guidance navigating a global market.
Get new insights and find useful information, that help you to achieve your goals.
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DRY AGING – THE EASY WAY.

FLEISCHREIFUNG – THE EASY WAY.

World Pac International AG
Föhrenweg 5 – 9496 Balzers, Liechtenstein
Phone: +423-388 2030 – Fax: +423-388 2039
info@worldpac.li – www.worldpac.li
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